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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report has been prepared to accompany
the Hart Local Plan Housing Development Options Consultation Paper which
is out for consultation from 14th August 2014 to 10th October 2014. It
provides a sustainability appraisal (incorporating Strategic Environmental
Assessment), using best available information, of the housing development
options presented in that paper.

1.2

Comments are invited on this SA Report as part of the consultation. The
information contained in the SA will be used to help inform the Council’s
decision on which strategy (or combination of strategies) for housing delivery
will be taken forward in preparing a Draft Local Plan Strategy and Sites
Development Plan Document.

1.3

Prior to setting out the appraisal of the options, this report also updates
some of the information that was set out in a Draft SA Scoping Report that
was consulted upon during April/May 2014. These include changes to the SA
Framework, the evidence base and the summary of the key sustainability
issues.
Background

1.4

A Local Plan can comprise either a single or multiple documents which
together guide the future of development in the District and provide the
planning framework within which this will be delivered.

1.5

The Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites Development Plan Document
(hereafter referred to as ‘the plan’) is a document which will contain the
overarching strategic policies, site allocations and some development
management policies which will influence development in the District until
2032. It will replace some of the policies from the currently adopted Local
Plan1, whilst remaining saved policies will stay in place until they are cancelled
or are replaced by new policies in other Local Plan documents. Further
information regarding the timescales of the plan and other Local Plan
documents can be found in the Council’s Local Development Scheme (LDS).

1.6

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the Council is the need to plan for new
housing. In order to test different approaches, the Council has published a
Housing Development Options Consultation Paper (August 2014) for
consultation. That paper is a key stepping stone between establishing what
the housing need figure is for the plan period (as expressed by the Draft
SHMA, May 2014) and the production of a strategy for housing delivery.

1

The adopted Local Plan is made up of saved policies from the Hart District Local Plan (Replacement)
1996-2006, adopted Dec 2002, and the First Alterations document adopted June 2006. The saved
policies can be viewed in the Saved Policies document available on the Hart District Council Local
Plan web page.
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1.7

Determining suitable locations for new housing is a particularly complex and
controversial matter. The Housing Development Options Consultation Paper
allows the public to be involved in this process at an early stage, when it is
possible to influence how /where the required housing growth is directed.
The purpose of this Interim Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report is to outline
the sustainability effects of the five housing development options, to inform
both the public and decision makers.

1.8

SA is a mechanism for considering and communicating the likely significant
effects of a draft plan, and alternatives, in terms of sustainability issues. The
purpose of the SA is to establish where these effects exist in order that they
may be avoided altogether or mitigated against and so that decisions can be
made to maximise the positive sustainability effects which can be achieved by
the plan.

1.9

Whilst this SA Report solely focuses on the potential impact of five
development options being considered for delivering housing, the formal SA
process to be undertaken as an iterative part of plan preparation, will also
consider a wide range of other issues, including employment provision
(amount and locations), new retail provision (if required) and the
sustainability of policies proposed for inclusion within the plan, in addition to
the specific locations of housing sites once they are identified.
Sustainable Development

1.10

In developing the plan, National Planning Policy Framework requires the
Council to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. For
planning policy this means seeking to achieve economic, social and
environmental benefits for the District2. Because these benefits are mutually
dependant, they should not be sought in isolation and sustainability appraisal
is one way of considering these issues together.

1.11

This Interim SA incorporates the requirements of the Strategic
Environmental Assessment Directive3. It tests the sustainability of the 5
housing development options to predict their likely sustainability effects, both
positive and negative, and make recommendations on how the plan could be
prepared so that the negative effects could be lessened or eliminated and the
positive effects enhanced.
Stages of the SA Process

1.12

2
3

There are several statutory stages to the SA process. Table 1.1 sets out
these stages and indicates how they relate to the different stages of Local
Plan preparation. Stage 1 of the SA process (for which the output is the SA
Scoping Report) has already been undertaken. The responses from the SA
Scoping Report consultation process have been reviewed and changes
required in response to the feedback have been reflected within this report.

NPPF paragraph 6 & 7
NPPF paragraph 165
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Table 1.1 Incorporating SA within the Local Plan Process
Local Plan Stage 1: Pre-production – Evidence Gathering
SA stages and tasks
Stage A: Setting the context and objectives, establishing the
baseline and deciding on the scope
A1: Identifying other relevant policies, plans and
programmes, and sustainability objectives
A2: Collecting baseline information
A3: Identifying sustainability issues and problems
A4: Developing the SA framework
A5: Consulting on the scope of the SA
Local Plan Stage 2: Production
SA stages and tasks
Stage B: Developing and refining options and assessing
effects
B1: Testing the Local Plan objectives against the SA
framework
B2: Developing and refining the Local Plan options
B3: Predicting the effects of the Local Plan
B4: Evaluating the effects of the Local Plan
B5: Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and
maximising beneficial effects
B6: Proposing measures to monitor the significant effects of
implementing the Local Plan
Stage C: Preparing the Sustainability Appraisal Report
C1: Preparing the SA Report
Stage D: Consulting on the Local Plan and SA Report
D1: Consultation on the Pre-Submission Local Plan and
accompanying SA Report
Local Plan Stage 3: Examination
SA stages and tasks
D2: Appraising significant changes resulting from
representations
Local Plan Stage 4: Adoption and monitoring
SA stages and tasks
Stage E: Monitoring the significant effects of implementing
the Local Plan
E1: Finalising aims and methods for monitoring
E2: Responding to adverse effects

1.13

Output
SA Scoping
Report

Output
This SA Report
accompanying
Housing
Development
Options Paper.
Consideration will
also be given to
preparation of a
Draft Plan and SA
Report for
consultation prior to
Stage C.

SA Report
accompanying
Pre-Submission
document
Output
Report on any
significant
changes
Output
Monitoring
Reports

With regard to the stages of SA identified above, this SA Report has sought
to address Stage B tasks in response to the Housing Development Options
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Consultation Paper. Full coverage of Stage B tasks will be dealt with in a
subsequent SA Report at a later stage.
1.14

Whilst not statutorily required, an SA of the Housing Development Options
Consultation Paper is considered beneficial for a number of reasons. Firstly,
it can help inform those who might wish to make representations to the
current consultation on the comparable sustainability aspects of each of the
options. Secondly, its findings (along with the emerging evidence base and
responses from the public consultation) will also help inform important planmaking decisions, such as which option (or combination of options) should be
selected when moving towards a draft plan.

1.15

Consideration of the ‘alternatives’ is a particularly important part of the SA
process. In selecting a strategy for housing growth, it is therefore important
that the reasonable alternatives have been appraised, which is the purpose of
this report. Future SA Reports will outline the reasons given for rejecting any
of the current or additional alternatives considered, and the reasons for
selecting the chosen strategy. This approach will help to aid transparency in
the process, whilst also demonstrating how the SA has played an integral part
in the plan making process.
Structure of this Interim SA Report

1.16

The structure of this Interim SA Report is as follows:
Section 2: The Evidence Base and SA Framework - including updates to the
evidence base and presentation of the finalised SA Objectives
Section 3: Identifying and Appraising the Housing Development Options – a
definition of the development options which have been appraised and an
outline of the extent to which this report addresses the Stage B tasks with
specific regard to potential options for housing growth
Section 4: Summary, Conclusions and Future Tasks – an analysis of the
appraisal findings, key conclusions which can be drawn from the Interim SA
Report findings, recommendations and outline of future tasks.

2

THE SA FRAMEWORK AND EVIDENCE BASE

2.1

A Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report was published for consultation
between 10th April and 16th May 2014. This documented the key sustainability
issues and problems, the baseline conditions, relevant policies, plans and
programmes and the draft SA Framework against which the emerging plan is
to be appraised.
SA Scoping Report Public Consultation, April – May 2014
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2.2

A total of 16 representations were received, recorded and analysed. A
consultation statement at Appendix 1 sets out the Council’s response and
the actions taken as a result.

2.3

The representations provided useful recommendations and feedback which
has since been used to strengthen the SA process. In summary, the changes
sought by the consultees focussed on:
the review of plans and programmes at Appendix 2 of the SA
Scoping Report;
the key sustainability issues and characteristics for Hart District at
Table 2.2 of the SA Scoping Report;
the suitability of the proposed SA Objectives contained within the
SA Framework at Appendix 4 of the Scoping Report; and
the suitability and wording of the proposed decision making
criteria, indicators and targets included within the SA Framework
at Appendix 4 of the Scoping Report.

2.4

Further comments were received in respect of additional plans and
programmes that were felt should be included within the SA Scoping Report.
These comments will be carried forward and considered for inclusion when
undertaking a review of the plans and programmes at the draft plan stage to
ensure all relevant plans and programmes available at that time are captured.
The review of plans and programmes will then be re-issued within the Draft
Plan SA Report.

2.5

In relation to comments received on Table 2.2 of the SA Scoping Report
(Key sustainability issues and characteristics within Hart District), a decision
was made during the analysis of the consultation comments, to provide an
interim update on the issues. As such, the consultation statement provides an
amended version of Table 2.2 which reflected the representations. A copy of
this is provided at Appendix 1 of the SA Scoping Report Consultation
Statement and included at Appendix 2 of this report.

2.6

In addition to the above, it was also considered essential for any necessary
changes to be made to the SA Framework’s objectives and decision-making
criteria and these changes reported within the consultation statement. This
was considered important in order for the Council to be able to use the
updated SA Framework as part of any further interim SA reporting. The
appraisal of the five housing development options carried out as part of this
Interim SA Report has therefore applied the finalised SA Framework. A copy
of this is provided at Appendix 3 of this report. The 21 SA objectives, as
revised following the consultation, are set out below.

5
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Table 2.1 SA Objectives
Hart District Council SA Objectives
SA1 To provide all residents with the opportunity to live in a decent home which
meets their needs
SA2 To protect and enhance the health and well-being of the population
SA3 To encourage increased engagement in cultural activity, leisure, and recreation
across all sections of the community
SA4 To reduce inequality, poverty and social exclusion
SA5 To improve community safety by reducing crime and the fear of crime
SA6 To create and sustain vibrant and locally distinctive settlements and
communities
SA7 To protect and enhance the District’s historic environment
SA8 To protect and enhance biodiversity
SA9 To protect and enhance the District’s countryside and rural landscape
SA10 To maintain and improve the water quality of the District’s rivers and
groundwaters and other water bodies
SA11 To maintain and improve soil quality
SA12 To reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, manage the impacts of climate
change and improve air quality
SA13 To reduce the risk of flooding and the resulting detriment to the local
community, environment and economy
SA14 To increase energy efficiency, security and diversity of supply and the
proportion of energy generated from renewable sources
SA15 To promote the efficient use of land through the appropriate re-use of
previously developed land
SA16 To improve the efficiency of resource use and achieve sustainable resource
management
SA17 To improve accessibility to all services and facilities
SA18 To improve efficiency of transport networks by enhancing the proportion of
travel by sustainable modes and promoting policies which reduce the need to travel
SA19 To maintain and improve opportunities for everyone to acquire the education
and skills they need to find and remain in work
SA20 To maintain high and stable levels of employment and promote sustainable
economic growth and competitiveness
SA21 To stimulate regeneration where appropriate and encourage urban
renaissance
Updates to the Evidence Base
2.7

Since the SA Scoping Report was consulted upon, a draft Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) for the Hart, Rushmoor, Surrey Heath housing
market area has been published. The draft SHMA identifies an objectively
assessed need for housing in Hart of 7,534 dwellings between 2011 and 2032.
This provides the starting point for Hart’s Local Plan in terms of planning for
housing delivery and is discussed in more detail at Appendix 4. This is key
baseline information on which to base the appraisal of the five development
options. In particular, it has a significant bearing on the consideration of the
6
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extent to which SA1 (To provide all residents with the opportunity to live in
a decent home which meets their needs) may be met.
2.8

Another report published since the SA Scoping report was consulted on is
the Hart Functional Economic Area analysis. This report identifies other
local authorities that the Council should consider working with to identify
and plan for economic development needs. The conclusions and
recommendations from that study are set out at Appendix 5, although it is
not considered that the findings of this study affect the Interim SA.
Applying the SA Framework

2.9

Due to the nature of the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper,
consideration was given as to whether this SA Report could effectively assess
all of the 21 SA objectives or whether at the outset certain objectives should
be scoped out for appraisal at this early and informal stage.

2.10

The Housing Development Options Paper does not identify specific locations
for development but identifies a number of spatial options. This approach
limits the ability to consider some objectives. Whilst specific locations were
not highlighted by the Housing Development Options Paper, the nature of a
development or the description of an option did however convey likely
spatial area/s of the District. This was therefore considered sufficient to
highlight the likely significant positive or adverse effects of each of the options
and allow for the sustainability of options to be viewed, comparable to one
another.

2.11

A decision was therefore made to carry out the appraisal of the five
development options against the full 21 SA Objectives. Where necessary,
uncertain effects were recorded where the high level nature of the appraisal
and the information available, made it difficult for likely sustainability effects
to be determined.
Mechanisms for Assessment

2.12

The SA Scoping Report identified a Scoring Mechanism to be used in the
assessment of policies or proposals contained within the plan. It explained
that for each assessment against an SA objective, a score would be chosen
from the following table:

Table 2.2 Scoring Mechanism
Scoring Explanation
+++
Major positive effect – proposed approach likely to contribute significantly
to meeting this SA objective
++
Moderate positive effect – proposed approach likely to contribute
moderately to meeting this SA objective
+
Minor positive effect – proposed approach likely to contribute slightly to
meeting this SA objective
7
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0
---?

Neutral / No impact – proposed approach unlikely to have any effect on
meeting this SA objective
Minor negative effect - proposed approach likely to slightly hinder
meeting this SA objective
Moderate negative effect – proposed approach likely to moderately
hinder meeting this SA objective
Major negative effect – proposed approach likely to significantly hinder
meeting this SA objective
Uncertain – effects on the SA objective unclear

2.13

The use of the above assessment method for recording SA findings was
considered when carrying out the Interim SA Report. It was however
deemed inappropriate for use at this stage on the basis that the purpose of
such a mechanism is to provide a ‘fine-grained’ assessment, in respect of
detailed plan issues. As previously alluded to at paragraph 2.10 above, whilst
sufficient detail is presented by the Housing Development Options
Consultation Paper on which to assess the five options against the 21 SA
objectives, the options do not contain the same level of detail that would be
contained within policies or specific proposals. As such, an alternative
assessment method was established for the purpose of this SA Report.

2.14

The main SA assessment of the housing options is provided at Appendix 6 of
this report. For each SA Objective, the assessment presents a discussion of
the five development options and outlines the likely significant effects and the
relative merits of the options in more general terms.

2.15

In addition to a general discussion regarding likely effects, the options have
been ranked where possible, as an alternative to the above ‘fine-grained’
scoring mechanism. The ranking is specific to the relevant SA objective and is
an assessment of relative performance against the other options. As with a
detailed scoring mechanism, rankings cannot be simply added together in
order to outline a preferred or most sustainable option. In instances where it
was not feasible to rank an option relative to other options, a ‘?’ was used to
record this finding. In addition to the rankings, each option was also
highlighted in colour (red, green, white or orange) according to its likely
significant effects.
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3

IDENTIFYING AND APPRAISING THE
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Introduction

3.1

Having considered the context of Hart District, a series of relevant housing
delivery options have been developed, presenting potential strategies under
which Hart could seek to deliver its objectively assessed housing needs. In
summary these are:
Option 1 - Settlement Focus
Option 2 - Dispersal Strategy
Option 3 - Focused Growth – Strategic Urban Extensions
Option 4 - Focused Growth – New Settlement
Option 5 - Focus growth away from the SPA Zone of Influence

3.2

The appraisal of alternative options is an integral and key task of the plan and
SA process. At this interim stage the options under consideration focus solely
on delivering the objectively assessed housing needs of Hart.

3.3

When finalised, the plan will be examined independently; the Planning
Inspector’s role will be to assess whether the plan has been prepared in
accordance with legal and procedural requirements, and is sound. To be
sound a plan must be:
Positively prepared - the plan should be prepared based on a strategy
which seeks to meet objectively assessed development and
infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements from
neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and
consistent with the achieving sustainable development;
Justified - the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when
considered against the reasonable alternatives, based on
proportionate evidence;
Effective - the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on
effective joint working on cross-boundary strategic priorities; and,
Consistent with national policy - the plan should enable the delivery of
sustainable development in accordance with the policies in the
National Planning Policy Framework.

3.4

In respect of SA, the plan should contain the most appropriate strategy when
considered against all reasonable alternatives. The assessment of options
through the SA process ensures that this is done in a consistent manner. It
also ensures that the policies of the plan are tested in order that they may
deliver the most sustainable development for Hart and its community as a
whole.
9
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How the development options were identified (SA Task B2)
3.5

The process of identifying a range of options allows for a comparison
between different ways of approaching an issue and enables the testing of
each option against the SA objectives to determine the positive as well as
negative effects of each.

3.6

The Housing Development Options Paper proposes 5 high-level options as
having the potential to assist in addressing the housing needs of Hart. The
paper describes in detail the nature of each option and these are summarised
as follows:
Option 1 – Settlement Focus

3.7

This would involve concentrating new housing development within the
existing boundaries of the main settlements and larger villages within Hart
(Settlements in Tiers 1 to 4 of Hart’s settlement hierarchy).
Option 2 – Dispersal Strategy

3.8

This option would allocate new housing development adjacent to each
settlement within tiers 1-4 of Hart’s Settlement Hierarchy. This might involve
one or more allocated settlement extensions of an appropriate scale, in
addition to a review of the built-up area boundaries.
Option 3 – Focused Growth (Strategic Urban Extensions)

3.9

Option 3 would require a small number (perhaps one or two) locations
targeted for concentrated growth and development in the form of a major
expansion of one or more existing settlements within Hart.
Option 4 – Focused Growth (New Settlement)

3.10

This option is also about planning for focused growth within Hart, but in this
case involves planning for a completely new settlement, distinct and separate
from existing towns and villages. It is likely that, if taken forward, this option
would involve only one new settlement.
Option 5 – Focus growth away from the SPA Zone of Influence

3.11

Reflecting the uncertainties surrounding the ability to mitigate the impacts on
the Thames Basing Heath Special Protection Area, this option assumes a
‘precautionary approach’ and sets out how housing development could be
planned within areas of Hart outside of the 5km SPA zone of influence. This
option therefore focuses on the south west of Hart as a location for housing
development.
SA Assumptions
10
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3.12

A number of geographical assumptions have been used when undertaking the
appraisal of the development options contained at Appendix 6. These relate
to the likely spatial locations of housing under the five development options.
These are derived from the assumptions which have been given within the
consultation paper itself. Whilst not reflected within the title of each
development option, potential broad spatial locations for development are
outlined within the detailed review of the options contained within Section 4
of the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper. For consistency in
the Interim SA Report, the assumptions have been clarified in the table
below.
Table 3.1 SA Assumptions
Option
1 Settlement Focus
(based on
redevelopment and
regeneration
opportunities)

2 Dispersal Strategy
(based on spreading
growth widely
through modest
extensions)
3 Focused Growth –
Strategic Urban
Extensions
4 Focused Growth –
New Settlement
5 Focus growth away
from the SPA zone of
influence

Assumption on potential spatial location/s
Development directed within the existing
boundaries of the main settlements and larger
villages within Hart (settlements in Tiers 1 to 4
of Hart’s settlement hierarchy namely Fleet,
Blackwater, Yateley, Hook, Hartley Wintney, Odiham
(including North Warnborough), RAF Odiham,
Crondall, Crookham Village, Dogmersfield, Ewshot,
Eversley Centre, Eversley Cross & Up Green, Long
Sutton, Rotherwick and South Warnborough4).
Development directed proportionately to Hart’s Tier
1, 2, 3 and 4 settlements.

Development of one or more larger (strategic)
urban extensions on sites which could be
adjacent to Fleet / Church Crookham, Yateley,
Blackwater or Hook
Development would be likely to be in a rural
area of the District but the strategy states that
this is likely to need to be an area which is well
served by key transport infrastructure
Development focused in the south west corner
of Hart i.e. the area outside of the SPA 5km zone
of influence. (Odiham / RAF Odiham / Long
Sutton /South Warnborough)

4

According to the LDF Background Paper titled A Settlement Hierarchy for Hart District (January
2010, updated August 2010)
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Predicting the effects of the housing development options (SA Task
B3/B4)
3.13

Appendix 6 sets out the detailed appraisal of each of the alternative
development options proposed to address housing need. For each of the
alternative options, the appraisal evaluates the likely significant effects of each
which reflects the baseline sustainability issues identified within the SA
Scoping Report.

3.14

These options will be considered in preparing the plan. This might include a
hybrid of the options currently proposed or additional options that emerge
from consultation.

3.15

Every effort has been made to predict effects accurately, however the high
level nature of each of the development options makes this inherently
challenging. Nevertheless, where likely significant effects have been predicted
these effects are supported by an accompanying explanation of the
assumptions made and the merits of each option in more general terms. As
such it enables a distinction (ranking) between the options even where it has
not been possible to distinguish between them in terms of their ‘significant
effects’.

3.16

Whilst this approach is considered helpful in understanding the benefits and
challenges of each approach, caution should be applied in adding or making a
cumulative assessment of each option, as this will not necessarily conclude
which is either the most sustainable, or preferential. This stage deals solely
with consideration of the strategic housing options and not alongside a range
of other plan issues that will emerge at draft plan stage, and hence the
conclusions of this stage of appraisal should be seen in this context.
Mitigating adverse effects of the preferred development option
(Task B5)

3.17

SA requires an assessment of adverse effects and measures to be identified to
mitigate these effects. The detailed appraisal in Appendix 6 begins to identify
measures that may be necessary to prevent or offset the adverse effects of
each option. The emphasis should be proactive avoidance of adverse effects
and, only once alternative options or approaches to avoiding an effect have
been examined, should mitigation then examine ways of reducing the effect.

3.18

Following consultation at this interim stage and alongside preparation of the
plan further mitigation measures will be considered to address the effects
identified in this SA report.
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4

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
STAGES
Summary and Conclusions

4.1

Each option has been appraised individually for the purpose of this Interim SA
Report. The table below presents a summary or snapshot of the Interim SA
findings which are found within Appendix 6.
Table 4.1 Summary Table
SA
Objective
SA1
SA2
SA3
SA4
SA5
SA6
SA7
SA8
SA9
SA10
SA11
SA12
SA13
SA14
SA15
SA16
SA17
SA18
SA19
SA20
SA21

Option
1
5
?
?
4
?
4
?
?
1
5
1
3
?
3
1
1
3
4
4
5
4

Option
2
2
?
?
1
?
2
?
?
?
2
?
2
?
2
4
?
4
3
2
2
1

Option
3
3
?
?
2
?
3
?
3
?
3
?
1
?
1
3
?
2
2
3
3
2

Option
4
1
?
?
1
?
1
?
2
?
1
?
2
?
1
5
?
1
1
1
1
3

Option
5
4
?
?
3
?
4
?
1
?
4
?
4
1
4
2
?
5
5
4
4
5

4.2

The outcome of this Interim SA, has concluded that at a high-level
assessment, the five development options present a range of effects across
the 21 SA objectives.

4.3

Of the five development options, Option 4 was the only option when taken
individually (but in conjunction with the Council’s existing levels of supply
outlined at Paragraph 3.50 of the Housing Development Options
Consultation Paper), which would provide sufficient levels of housing in the
District to meet Hart’s Objectively Assessed Needs. This finding clearly
impacted the assessment of Objective SA1, but was also considered to have
consequential effects in respect of a number of the other SA objectives.

4.4

Options 4 and 2 were often, due to their scales of development, considered
to present likely significant positive effects in respect of some of the
objectives, such as water quality, health and well-being, inequality, poverty
and social exclusion and education. However, conversely, the options also
13
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produced likely significant negative impacts in association with their scale and
reliance on greenfield development. An example of this was Objective SA15,
which related to the efficient use of land through the re-use of previously
developed land.
4.5

In conclusion, the findings of this interim assessment, in general, demonstrate
a range of effects. However, if looking to draw out which options are the
most sustainable, it is considered at this stage that Option 4 followed by
Option 2 have the potential to perform more sustainably that the other
options. It is important to note that this assessment is based on a
consideration of each option in isolation and relative to one another.
Future Tasks

4.6

In relation to future tasks, the table below lists the SA outputs which have
been completed to date and those which will follow this current interim
stage.

Table 4.2 SA Outputs
SA Output
Local Plan: Core Strategy
SA Scoping Report
Local Plan: Core Strategy,
SA of Housing
Development Options
SA Report of Preferred
Strategy
SA Report Local Plan:
Core Strategy PreSubmission Version5
SA Report Local Plan:
Core Strategy Submission
SA of Significant Changes
Monitoring of the Local
Plan: Core Strategy

Current Stage
Completed

Date Published
April 2014

Completed (i.e. this
Interim SA Report)

July 2014

To be completed

Target date January 2015

To be completed

Target date October 2015

To be completed

Target date December
2015 / January 2016
Target date Summer 2016
Will be on-going

To be completed
To be completed

5

Consideration is also being given to a full SA Report in conjunction with a Full Draft Local Plan prior
to the publication of the Pre-Submission Version of the Plan.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1 – SA SCOPING REPORT CONSULTATION STATEMENT
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Hart District
Local Plan Core Strategy
Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating Strategic
Environmental Assessment)
Scoping Report
Consultation Statement
May 2014
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CONSULTATION RESPONSES & ACTIONS TAKEN
The table below sets out all the responses to the consultation on the Hart District Local Plan: Core Strategy SA Scoping Report which took
place from Thursday 10th April – Friday 16th May 2014. It also indicates what actions were taken as a result of those responses.
Consultee
Environment
Agency

Summary of Response
Generally supportive of the objectives and evidence within Scoping Report.
Flood Risk: Once the new SFRA for Hart has been prepared, the SA will also require
renewal. We are pleased to see that this document recognises that there are fluvial,
surface water and ground water flood risk issues in Hart but several issues have not
been mentioned. Sewer flooding and the risk of flooding from the Basingstoke Canal
should an embankment failure occur must be included within the final document.
Suggest including the following in the plans and programmes section: Hampshire
County Council’s Local Flood Risk Management Plan (LFRMS), Hampshire County
Council’s emerging Surface Water Management Plan for Hart District Council (once
available) and the Environment Agency internal document entitled Communities at
Fluvial Risk in Hart District.
Support the aims of Objective SA13. Recommend the inclusion of additional decision
making criteria, indicators and targets to include coverage of surface water runoff,
floodplain storage, avoidance of built development within identified areas of flood
risk and improving community’s resilience to flood risk, as outlined within a separate
table.
Table 2.2 Water Quality (page 8 of main report) should also reflect the requirement
to improve groundwater bodies as well as watercourses.
Support the wording of objectives SA10, SA11 and SA15.
Appendix 3 (Baseline Information) paragraph A3.95 should be altered to read that
only Basingstoke Chalk GWB is of poor status, with nitrate being the contaminant of
concern, likely in relation to agricultural practices.
Appendix 3 (Baseline Information) paragraph A3.106 should be noted that Bramshill
Quarry is on the Farnborough Bagshot beds, with ‘Good Quality and Quantity’ at this
location. Any extension of the quarrying activity / landfilling should consider
groundwater protection in order to maintain the ‘good’ status of the groundwater
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Actions Taken
Noted, no action taken.
Comment noted in respect of
SFRA and general comments
regarding the baseline. These will
be taken into account when
updating the baseline information
section as part of the SA process
at Draft Plan stage. Plans and
programmes section to also be
updated as part of the SA
process at Draft Plan stage.
Amended decision making
criteria, indicators and targets
associated with Objective SA13.
Added reference to groundwater
bodies in Table 2.2.
Noted, no action taken.
Comments to be taken in account
when updating the baseline
information section as part of the
SA process at Draft Plan stage.
Comments to be taken in account
when updating the baseline
information section as part of the
SA process at Draft Plan stage.
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body.
Appendix 4 (documents to aid SA) should include reference to the following
documents:
CLR11, Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, when dealing
with land affected by contamination, Environment Agency Guiding Principles for
Land Contamination and GP3: Groundwater Protection: Principles and Practice Aug
2013 v1.1
Appendix 4, SA8 should mention the importance of avoiding encroachment of
development on river corridor, “Will the development encroach upon main river
corridors”. The EA aims to maintain an 8 metre buffer zone from main rivers in
order to protect habitats. Further questions suggested:
Will the development result in no deterioration to WFD quality elements?
Will the impacts of development on this water body lead to cumulative effects up or
downstream (leading to water body deterioration)?
Will development reduce or limit the natural resilience or recovery of the water
body?
There is no specific objective in regards to waste reduction and would support its
inclusion, including a criterion on foul drainage. Also recommend the inclusion of
following document in Appendix 2:
Water Framework Directive and Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011
The Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991 for dealing with
waste materials are applicable for any off-site movements of wastes.

Appendix 4: Support consideration of WFD and RBMPs in SA10, with current
‘conditions’ set out. Including reasons for non-compliance may be a better method
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Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comment. Review of plans and
programmes section at Draft Plan
stage to add references to these
documents.
Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comment.

Amended Appendix 4 and Table
2.2 (Objective SA16) to reflect
comment in respect of waste
reduction. In relation to foul
drainage, this is closely related to
surface water flooding and HCC is
the lead flood authority.
However, the plan may present a
general drainage (SuDS) policy
and Appendix 4 and Table 2.2
have therefore been amended to
provide reference to this matter.
Review of plans and programmes
section at Draft Plan stage to add
references to these documents.
The Local Plan will need to assess
the issue of non-compliance with
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of clarifying the situation. We would recommend including a summary of reasons for
non-compliance in the forthcoming Local Plan to clarify the matter.

English
Heritage

Appendix 4: Water efficiency could be better covered within SA16 with a target of
the objective recommending the adoption / meeting of a lower water efficiency (to
be derived by the Local Plan) than required by legislation.
Suggest Table 2.1 and Appendix 2 includes reference to the Convention for the
Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe (Granada Convention), The
European Convention on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage (Valletta
Convention) and the Council’s Conservation Area Proposals Statements. Reference
could also be made to the Hampshire Landscape Character Assessment.
Key points cited from the NPPF are unnecessarily selective in Appendix 2; reference
could be made to the 12 core planning principles. Reference could also be made to
the requirements of the Framework for Local Plans.
Appendix 3 should define the ‘historic environment’ and the potential for adverse
impact. Reference to ‘architectural heritage designations’ should be amended to
read ‘heritage asset’ and the distinction between designated and non-designated
assets explained. Reference to the Heritage at Risk Register could be made outlining
the higher grade assets which are at risk within the district. Gaps in data would
include information on lower grade heritage assets at risk.
A clearer connection between the Appendix 3 (and Appendix 2) and the key
sustainability issues in Table 2.2 is required. The statement in Table 2.2 for the
Historic Environment is a characteristic not a sustainability issue. Issues are not
really identified in Appendix 3. The key issue is how to conserve and enhance the
historic environment of the District and the heritage assets (both designated and
undesignated, including historic landscapes).
Support Objective SA7 and the associated decision making criteria in Appendix 4.
Would also welcome a reference to “setting” in Q7a, Q7c and Q7d and prefer the
term “conserve” to “preserve” in Q7d. Q7e should be re-worded as follows:
“Will it protect and /or enhance the District’s historic parks and gardens and their
settings?”
Welcome and support proposed indicators and also suggest the following possible
indicators taken from Appendix 4 of the English Heritage advice:
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the WDF. This is a detailed part
of the Local Plan and will be
considered in due course.
Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comment.
Review of plans and programmes
section at Draft Plan stage to add
references to these documents.
Review of plans and programmes
section at Draft Plan stage to
consider comment.
Comments to be taken in account
when updating the baseline
information section as part of the
SA process at Draft Plan stage.

Amended Table 2.2 to include a
reference to conserving and
enhancing the historic
environment and heritage assets.
Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comments.

Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comments.
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Natural
England

The number of major development projects that enhance the significance of heritage
assets or historic landscape character;
The number of major development projects that detract from the significance of
heritage assets or historic landscape character; and
The percentage of planning applications where archaeological mitigation strategies
were developed and implemented.
Also suggest the additional indicator:
The percentage of planning and listed building consent applications approved
contrary to the adopted historic environment policy / views of the Council’s
conservation or archaeological advisor.
Table 2.2 appears to be negative about biodiversity presenting it as a constraint
rather than as important national and international assets. The table also focusses
on CO2 without reference to air quality in respect of human health and the wellbeing of sensitive habitats.
There are patches of Grade 2 agricultural land in the southern, central part of the
planning area with much of the rest of the countryside likely to be Grade 3.
Allocations here should be considered against the alternatives elsewhere. There is
also a scatter of Ancient Woodland and there may be areas of BAP habitats.
The process of professional judgement could be briefly outlined at paragraphs 2.20
to 2.22 as this narrative is key to understanding the SA analysis.

Paragraph A3.80 notes the condition and direction of travel for the SSSIs. Some
information about the reasons for “unfavourable condition” and failure to recover,
would be helpful where this relates to development. Mapping of priority habitats
may be helpful to ensure they are not lost or harmed by the plan (paragraph
A3.82).
Appendix 4: Objective SA8 is supported. Under Q8a the number of developments
should include those likely to have an indirect impact on key habitats (through
changes such as air quality, water quality and increase in disturbance). Under Q8c,
the area of GI generated would be helpful. The first word in the third line of column
3 should be “or” rather than “of”.
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Wording in Table 2.2 amended to
reflect comments.
Point noted and will inform the
assessment process.

The process of assessment will
be explained at each stage of the
SA process, to ensure that it is
both relevant to that stage and
sufficiently detailed.
Further analysis of the baseline
information will take place as
part of the plan-making process
as the plan progresses.
Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comments.
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Objective SA9 is supported and some measure of the area / proportion of rural
development that demonstrably protects and enhances landscape character would
be helpful.
Objective SA12 and the suggestion to include air quality issues is welcomed. This
should be in respect of human health and risk for sensitive habitats including
protected flora and fauna. Pollution arising from increases in traffic may be
significant.
Objective SA15 is supported although the value of previously developed land in
terms of landscape, urban cooling, habitats, wildlife and local amenity should be
considered against the value of the site for development and the alternatives
available.
Many of the SSSIs within and in the vicinity of the plan are water dependant and
water quality sensitive and some are air quality sensitive. The plan should consider
baseline data on these matters and assess the plan’s expected impact on levels of
pollution and abstraction and address the associated issues.
Besides the TBH issue, the proposals of the plan should be screened (at least) in the
context of possible impact on SSSIs (para. 118 of NPPF).

Highways
Agency
The Theatre
Trust

The Highways Agency will be concerned with proposals that have the potential to
impact the safe and efficient operation of the Strategic Road Network (SRN). The SA
Scoping Report should tie in with other transport work such as modelling,
infrastructure plans etc.
Support identification of cultural, leisure and recreational facilities as being
necessary for the health and well-being of all section of the community, as reflected
in Objective SA3. However, the new section on Health and Well-Being within the
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) takes the issue of ‘health’ much further
than access to doctors and also includes consideration of social and cultural wellbeing. The plan should therefore include cultural well-being through the
maintenance and provision of facilities for cultural and leisure activities.
The NPPG doesn’t specify what is meant by the term ‘well-being’, but we suggest
that well-being is having a sense of satisfaction with life. The provision of a variety
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Amended Appendix 4 to include
reference to area.
Amended Appendix 4 to include
air quality issues.
Comments noted. No action
taken.
Comments to be taken in account
when updating the baseline
information section as part of the
SA process at Draft Plan stage.
Comment noted and assumed to
relate to Habitats Regulations
Assessment which will be
undertaken in due course. No
action taken.
Comments noted. Transport work
such as modelling will be taken
into account as the plan emerges
and referenced accordingly.
Amended Objective SA3 to
include decision making criteria
on cultural well-being.

Comment noted. No action taken.
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Hampshire
County
Council

Wokingham
Borough
Council
Church
Crookham
Parish
Council

of community infrastructure for tourism (cultural heritage) and town centre vitality
(cultural facilities) etc are vital for residents’ and visitors’ life satisfaction.
The ‘default’ position for the SA should always be to retain and improve, as this is
the most sustainable option. All development policies should begin with the
assumption of protection and enhancement before moving onto criteria for new
development. It is simply better in sustainability terms to use and recycle old
buildings than to demolish them and build new ones.
HCC Countryside Service supports the overall approach outlined in the Scoping
Report and considers that the Key Plans and Programmes in Table 2.1 (page 5 of
the main report) are appropriately identified. HCC notes that there is common
ground between issues identified in the Hart District Council (2012) Open Space,
Sport and Recreation Assessment and those in the Forest of Eversley Countryside
Access Plan (CAP). Although the CAP is not included in Table 2.1, it is referenced
within both the Local Transport Plan 2011-2031 and the HCC Strategic
Infrastructure Statement.
Hart District Council will be aware of the work undertaken by the Countryside
Service with partners in the District to implement the CAP. The Service will continue
to implement and support projects such as this as part of its work to provide a wider
network of sustainable transport routes and accessible green space. We hope to
coordinate the planning of such network improvements as the Hart Local Plan
develops.
Having looked at the SA Scoping Report which makes reference to Wokingham
Borough’s Core Strategy and Managing Development Delivery Local Plan as relevant
documents to be considered, WBC has no comments to make at this stage.
Comments on Table 2.2, Main Report, Page 8
Population and Housing: Suggest adding “The population is growing as more
families move to the area”.
Poverty and Crime: Suggest adding “Small pockets of deprivation and individuals
who are often very hard to reach. Significant numbers of the population are asset
rich but may be cash poor”.
Biodiversity: Suggest adding “Need to provide SANGs for any new residential
development within 5km proximity to the SPA.” Comment: They need to be fit for
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Points noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy.

No action taken.

Point noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy.

No action taken.

Amended Table 2.2 to reference
the fact that the population in
Hart is expected to grow.
Amended Table 2.2 to reflect the
fact that there are pockets of
crime and deprivation.
Table 2.2 already references the
SPA within the Biodiversity
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purpose in order to fulfil their function to attract visitors to use them rather than the
SPA.

For both Water Quality and Soil Quality: Suggest adding: “Need to identify sources
of contamination and ensure they are properly treated.”

Flooding: Suggest adding: “including parts of Fleet and Crookham” in reference to
the areas of the District which are susceptible to surface water and groundwater
flooding.

Utilities: Suggest adding: “Limited utility resources require urgent attention,
particularly sewage drainage, electricity and water supply”.

Previously Developed Land: Suggest amending second sentence to read “This
supply is inadequate to meet imposed development needs”.
Transport: Suggest adding: “Low level of provision and poor quality passenger
transport across most of the District means that passenger numbers are too low to
sustain commercially viable bus services, some services are subsidised but with a
limited amount of funding from HCC. Most travellers rely on private vehicles.
Community / Voluntary bus services are essential for residents who have no other
means of transport”.
“Road infrastructure requires significant improvement to sustain the future level of
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section. Further analysis and
evaluation of emerging evidence
base information in respect of the
SPA will inform the issue as part
of the plan-making process.
Amended Table 2.2 to reflect
comment in respect of Water
Quality. Limited baseline
information in respect of soil
contamination issues within Hart
District to include as a key issue.
No action has been undertaken.
Further analysis and evaluation
of an updated Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment for Hart will be
undertaken shortly in respect of
these issues and will inform the
plan-making process.
Points noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy and will be taken
into account as potential
locations for new development
are considered.
Existing sentence on PDL
considered adequate. No action
taken.
Point noted in respect of the
connection between low
passenger numbers and the likely
sustainability of bus services and
will be considered as part of
plan-making process. The
capacity of existing road
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residential development and adequate parking must be provided to avoid
unnecessary neighbour disputes”.

Education: Suggest amending existing wording to read: “There is pressure on school
places in most parts of the District and at all levels of education.”

Comments on Table 2.3 SA Objectives, Main Report, Page 11
SA5: Suggest adding to objective “To assist in identifying the top priority crime
issues and provide appropriate response and resources to support the Police service
where possible”.
SA7: Suggest amendment: “To identify and record all local historic assets and
protect and enhance the District’s historic environment”.

SA8: Suggest amendment: “To identify, protect and enhance biodiversity across
the whole district”.

SA16: Comment: What is this supposed to refer to or mean?
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networks to deal with future
levels of residential development
will be a key issue for
consideration within the plan and
when assessing specific sites.
Existing sentence on Education
considered adequate to reflect
the baseline situation. No action
taken.
SA5 considered to be adequately
worded. No action taken.
SA7 considered to be adequately
worded. Further amendments to
have been made to the SA7
decision making criteria and
Table 2.2 in response to
comments by English Heritage to
strengthen this issue. No further
action taken.
SA8 considered to be adequately
worded. Further amendments to
have been made to the SA8
decision making criteria by
Natural England to strengthen
this issue. No further action
taken.
The objective relates to the need
to ensure that resources such as
water, energy and minerals are
used efficiently and that new
development by virtue of its
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SA17: Suggest adding: “This has to include providing adequate parking at all
suitable services and facilities”.
SA18: Comment: People need to travel to reach work, schools and colleges, shops,
health services, friends and simply for pleasure. Bus services in this district are
mainly unsustainable, for many reasons, and the roads are congested and not safe
for cyclists and hard for pedestrians to cross. Can we have a sensible strategy plan
– How best to control flow and speed of traffic and enable people to get around?
SA19: Suggest adding: “This should include identifying new sites for local schools to
avoid parents having to drive them to and from distant schools and providing school
/ college transport where necessary”.

Crondall
Parish
Council

Comments in respect of Table 2.2:
Population & Housing: There is also a need for homes suitable for young and single
people.

Poverty: We would wish to see the elimination of the need for Food Banks in Hart.
Character, Vitality and Viability: The vitality and viability of Hart’s villages is also
threatened by the presence of ever increasing numbers of on-street parked cars.
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design or location maximises
opportunities to address this
need.
Amended Appendix 4 to reflect
comment through the
introduction of a decision making
criteria in respect of parking.
The plan will develop a strategy
in respect of accessibility within
the District. The purpose of the
objective however is to assess
the sustainability of the plan’s
policies and proposals.
Ease of access to education
facilities is already reflected
within the decision making
criteria. No action taken.
This issue is closely linked to the
need for affordable housing to
address the ‘concealed
households’ within the District
where young people cannot
afford to leave the family home.
Points noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy.
Comment noted. No action taken.
Point noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy regarding the
perceived link between parking
and character. Parking will be an
important issue for the plan to
consider as it emerges.
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Flooding: There are also some areas which are susceptible to foul water flooding.

Suggested changes to Table 2.3, SA Objectives
SA13 to be amended to read: “To reduce the risk of all flooding and the resulting
detriment to the local community, environment and economy”.
SA18 to be amended to read: “To improve the efficiency of rural transport networks
by enhancing the proportion of travel by sustainable modes and promoting policies
which reduce the need to travel”.
Hook Parish
Council

Suggest the following to replace SA6:
SA Objective 6: To encourage community well-being

Suggested appraisal criteria:
Q1: Will it enhance community identity?
Q2: Will it maintain or enhance a sense of place?
Q3: Will it encourage integration between communities?
Q4: Will it maximise the benefits and minimise the dis-benefits of development on
existing and new communities?
Q5: Will the rate of development in any location have an adverse of beneficial effect
on that community?
Odiham Parish Council requests that the document incorporates a section on the
relative importance of each of the 21 SA Objectives.
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Comment noted. Table 2.2 only
seeks to provide a snapshot of
some of the key issues within
Hart District and is not intended
to be exhaustive.
The term “flooding” encompasses
all types of flood risk. No action
taken.
The purpose of the objective is to
improve all transport networks
across the District, both urban
and rural. No action taken.
Community well-being is already
covered by SA2 and SA3. Whilst
also related to SA6, the existing
wording is considered appropriate
to address issues relating to the
character and environment of
existing communities.
Amended Appendix 4 decision
making criteria where
appropriate to reflect comments.

It is not considered appropriate
to seek to ‘weight’ the SA
objectives. The significance of
likely sustainability effects will
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Odiham
Parish
Council

It is acknowledged that the SA scoring used to evaluate policies and options of the
Plan is ultimately a qualitative rather than quantitative process. However, without
more guidance from the scoping document, it is not clear how the ‘professional
judgement of officers’ will properly take into account the relative importance
attached by the residents of Hart to each individual policy. The uncertainty is of a
concern, particularly in relation to section 2.21 of the report. Such a consequence
arising from just one score might be considered to put an unreasonable amount of
responsibility on officers without the help of some guidance for them as to the
importance attached to the objective by the residents of Hart District.
One suggestion is to place each objective into one of three bands for example,
primary, secondary and tertiary. Odiham Parish Council would consider that SA6, 7
and 9 should be classified as primary objectives as we regard these as core and
much-valued characteristics of a substantial part of Hart District.

Rotherwick
Parish
Council

Rotherwick Parish Council has conducted a comprehensive review of the policy
evidence base proposed in the SA Scoping Report against the requirements for
developing Sustainability Appraisals (SA) and Strategic Environmental Assessments
(SEA). The Parish Council has also undertaken a ‘benchmarking’ assessment
comparing the Hart District Local Plan SA Scoping Report and Sustainability
Appraisal Reports prepared by other local authorities across England and more
locally at Rushmoor and Surrey Heath.
Rotherwick Parish Council concludes that Table 2.1 has omitted several important
policies relevant to the development of a robust SA report. The Parish Council
accepts that the SA Scoping Report is in its consultation phase and will evolve,
however we ask that Table 2.1 is supplemented and enhanced by the inclusion of
the following policies:
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however be explained during the
SA process.
The process of assessment /
professional judgement will be
explained at each stage of the SA
process, to ensure that it is both
relevant to that stage of SA and
is sufficiently detailed. Each stage
of the SA will then be consulted
on, enabling the public to
comment on the appraisal
findings.
Comments noted, however it is
not considered appropriate to
weight the objectives as the
approach is qualitative rather
than quantitative.
Comments noted. Response
below.

The plans and programmes
section is limited to the most
relevant documents and is not
intended to be an exhaustive list.
Some of the EU strategies have
been transposed into UK
strategies already included.
Additionally, others listed are
considered ‘out of date’ or of
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International and European Policies: The World Summit on Sustainable Development
(WSSD, 2002), EU (2004) Directive 2004/35/EC Environmental Liability Directive,
European Commission (2005) Second Climate Change Programme, European Union
(2007) ‘Together for Health’, EU (2002) Directive 2002/49/EC Environmental Noise,
EU (1999) Directive 99/31/EC Landfill of Waste.
National Policies: The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) Regulations
2003, CLG (2006) The Planning Response to Climate Change, HM Government
(2006) Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Act 2006, HM Government Carbon
Plan: Delivering our low carbon future, CLG (2013) National Planning Practice
Guidance, CLG (2006) Code for Sustainable Homes ‘A Step Change in sustainable
home building practice’, DEFRA (2007) Waste Strategy, HM Government (2010)
Environmental Permitting Regulations, DEFRA (2009) The Groundwater Regulations,
HM Government (1991) Water Resources Act, DEFRA (2011) Biodiversity 2020 A
strategy for England’s Wildlife and Ecosystem Services, The Localism Act 2011,
Sustainable Communities Act (2007), HM Government White Paper (1998): A New
Deal for Transport, Better for Everyone, Department for Energy and Climate Change
(2009) The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan: National Strategy for Climate and
Energy.
Sub-Regional: Environment Agency (2012) Loddon Catchment Implementation Plan,
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust / Environment Agency (2003) Biodiversity
Strategy, the Loddon catchment.
Local: Hart District Council Conservation Area Character Appraisal and Management
Proposals
Rotherwick Parish Council believes the inclusion of the aforementioned policies will
enhance the SA and requests that they will be included in scope. If any policies are
not considered relevant, we would appreciate an explanation to support this
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limited significance to the plan.
The review of the plans and
programmes section at Draft Plan
stage will consider for inclusion
the documents suggested, along
with other new plans and
programmes.
See comment above.

See comment above.

See comment above.
See comment above.
See comment above.
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Adrian Carey

Rob Leeson

position.
None of the documentation (as was the case with the first Hart Core Plan and the
Fleet Town Plan) acknowledges the existence of Powered Two Wheelers (PTWs) (i.e.
motorcycles, scooters) in Hart, and shows no awareness of their needs or potential
contribution to solving sustainable transport issues in Hart. I would urge all
concerned to consider the role PTWs can play in the new Plan and to acknowledge
their existence as a transport mode in Hart.
The statement in table 2.2 “the population is increasingly ageing” seems to me to be
true for every population everywhere. I would suggest that this is replaced by
something more precise, such as the average / median age of the Hart population
has increased from x to y in the past z years.

In table 2.2 does the statement “there is a need for additional convenience
floorspace (particularly in Fleet)” refer to convenience stores? If so, if this a
comment on the lack of premises, or the lack of businesses to trade in available
spaces?
In table 2.2 the meaning of “rural facilities” is not clear. Also, the statement on
water quality contains a typo – need / needs and could the phrasing of the
statement on soil quality be improved?

Table 2.3 SA2 covers a wide range of possibilities. Should this be expressed as a
series of more specific objectives? For example, should the Council have an
objective related to achieving levels of fitness and exercise of the population?

Table 2.3: There does not seem to be an objective relating to local community
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Sustainable transport issues
within Hart will be a key issue for
the Local Plan: Core Strategy to
consider as it progresses.
The statement in Table 2.2
adequately reflects the key issue,
which originates from the data
contained within the baseline
information. This will be updated
as the plan progresses and
further evidence emerges.
Amended Table 2.2 to clarify. The
statement relates to convenience
goods floorspace (see Appendix
3, paras. A3.66 and A3.67).
Amended typo and phrasing of
Soil Quality statement in Table
2.2. The reference to ‘rural
facilities’ includes shops, schools
and community facilities such as
village halls, for example.
Comment noted. The objective
does cover a number of issues,
but the provision of decision
making criteria will ensure that
each of the issues contained
within the objective are given
due consideration as part of the
SA assessment. No action taken.
Whilst there is not a specific
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cohesion. I think that such an objective should be added explicitly.

As far as I can judge, the assessment method proposed does not deal with matters
of the rate of change brought about by developments planned to take place under
the Local Plan. There should be an assessment criterion based upon the rate at
which communities and settlements can accept change. Rapid change can lead to
unsustainable consequences, whereas change at a slower pace, to the same overall
result, may be sustainable.

Dermot
Smith

According to the NPPF, the pillars of sustainability are an economic role, a social role
and an environmental role. I will concentrate on the social role because I feel it is
largely ignored and yet is the most important day to day aspect of sustainability
with a direct impact on the lives of residents.
I can see no reference in the documents under consultation on the impact of an
additional development on the character and nature of a settlement. Objective SA6
is “To create and sustain vibrant and locally distinctive settlements and
communities”. To sustain a locally distinctive settlement would imply that the
nature of a settlement should not be fundamentally changed as a result of additional
development. This should be made an explicit tent of sustainability. Any additional
development in a settlement must not change the nature of that settlement, for
example from a village into a town or from a single centre settlement into a multiple
centre settlement, since this would fundamentally change the nature of the
community and as a result eliminate its current distinctiveness.
Community cohesion is also not explicitly listed as a SA objective and relies on the
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objective on community
cohesion, the matter is covered
by a number of objectives and
specifically within a number of
the decision making criteria (for
example, Q2d, Q4b, Q4c, Q6b).
No action taken.
There is no national guidance
relating to appropriate ‘rates of
change’ for communities.
However, a qualitative view will
be made by the SA and the
emerging plan, as details
regarding potential development
locations become available for
assessment. Issues such as the
impact on infrastructure will form
part of that assessment process.
Comment noted. No action taken.

The purpose of Objective SA6 is
to consider the potential impact
of policies and proposals on
Hart’s existing settlements. The
role of the SA will be to assess
the ‘significance’ of any likely
effects against this objective,
which in turn will be used to
inform decisions in the planmaking process.
This particular issue is considered
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overall acceptance of the existing community of changes to the settlement for that
community. Those within the existing community are well placed to see what impact
changes would have and advise on the likely outcomes and alternative options.

Rapid growth of any settlement is likely to cause problems with transport and other
services. There should be a limit on the growth of settlements for example other
than in the case of a new main settlement with commensurate new infrastructure to
support it. There should be a limit of 10% population growth through addition of
dwellings in any 5 year period.

Janice
Stenning

Expansion of existing settlements beyond their current boundaries is to be expected
in light of limited scope within settlements. Of course brownfield sites within
settlements should be the first option, but where it is necessary to expand beyond
current boundaries this should be with great care to ensure that a community is not
divided by distance from the existing community and its facilities or by busy roads,
railway lines or waterways that divide the new area from the existing settlement.
Use of current residential roads as access roads into new developments should be
the exception where there is no other alternative. Change of use from residential
roads to spine roads should not be permitted.
Until and unless new settlements can be created in the least sensitive places, the
continuing urban sprawl will have a damaging affect in various ways, including
tourism, which is a large and important industry under the ‘economic’ heading.
Protection of the environment and character of our area is a stated aim. This area
has been subject to many years of development including on farmland and is now
breaking into open countryside. It is clear that the infrastructure is already
overburdened, with a large increase in population still to come from ongoing
development.
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to have been addressed under
SA3, Q4b which considers
whether existing communities
can influence decisions affecting
them. Communities can also
comment on the impacts of
proposed policies and proposals,
as part of Local Plan
consultations.
It is the role of the emerging
Local Plan: Core Strategy process
to establish whether or not it is
appropriate to apply an arbitrary
percentage growth figure to
existing communities through a
dispersal-based strategy.
Points noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy.

Points noted for the Local Plan:
Core Strategy.
Comments noted – impacts of
new development on
infrastructure will be a key
planning issue for the plan and
SA to consider. No action taken.
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No amount of development can alter the fact that the road system in and around
Fleet is unsuitable for volumes of traffic and that most of the recent alterations are
leading to congestion and driver frustration.
The Hart River Valley is under even greater threat; it is an extremely special and
biodiverse landscape and such a precious resource should be protected. The NPPF
and Hart Saved Policies have clearly stated clauses for doing so, along with the
presence of SINCS, LNR and SSSIs up to national significance. Developer’s
documents acknowledge in part ecological value but brush it aside with reference to
mitigation. Desk bound decisions on such serious matters with long term
consequences are not good enough. Much of this is government drive, but suggest
they should be pressed to provide enough resources so that site visits can be made
essential.
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Comments noted. No action
taken.
Comments noted. No action
taken.
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APPENDIX 2 – SA SCOPING REPORT
CONSULTATION STATEMENT, APPENDIX 1
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Table 2.2 of the SA Scoping Report April 2014, as
amended following public consultation (May 2014)
Settlements
There are pressures on existing settlement boundaries as a result of a limited supply
of brownfield land to meet needs
Population & Housing
The population within Hart is expected to rise
The population is increasingly ageing, whilst young adult age groups are forecast to
decline
House prices are high and there is a shortfall of affordable housing
There is a need for homes suitable for people with a disability and/or older people
Additional provision of sites for gypsies, travellers and travelling showpeople may be
required
Health and Well-Being, Cultural Activity, Leisure, and Recreation
There is a need for additional cultural, leisure, and recreational facilities and
enhancements to existing facilities
Poverty and Crime
Generally wealthy population – the least deprived District in the Country
There are pockets of crime and disorder deprivation within Hart
Low and decreasing crime rates but fear of crime remains, particularly after dark
Character, Vitality and Viability
The centres of some of Hart’s main settlements would benefit from regeneration
The vitality and viability of Hart’s town, village and local centres is threatened by the
presence of larger centres outside the District
There is a need for additional convenience goods floorspace
For rural facilities to remain these will require continued use by local communities
Historic Environment
There are important historical assets in Hart, particularly in and adjacent to Hartley
Wintney and Odiham, and some of the smaller rural settlements
There is a need to conserve and enhance the historic environment of the District
and the heritage assets (both designated and undesignated and including historic
landscapes)
Biodiversity
The Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (TBH SPA) is an important
national and international biodiversity asset
Housing development within Hart District is significantly constrained, particularly in
the north-east and east of the District due to the potential impacts associated with
increased recreational pressures on the TBH SPA, created by new housing
There are various sites designated for nature conservation across the District which
affect all the main settlements
Landscape
The landscape is largely rural and encompasses a range of landscape types; there are
no statutory landscape designations
Water Quality
The quality of water in some watercourses and groundwater bodies within the
District needs to be improved to meet the requirements of the Water Framework
Directive
There is a need to identify existing and prevent further sources of contamination and
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ensure they are properly treated.
Soil Quality
There are large areas of Hart District which present the best and most versatile
quality of agricultural land
Air Quality and Climate Change
Carbon dioxide emissions per capita per household are high compared to the South
East and UK averages, which could present impacts on human health and the wellbeing of sensitive habitats.
Flooding
There are small areas with a higher risk of fluvial flooding and these affect all of
Hart’s main settlements, particularly Yateley and Blackwater
There are some areas which are susceptible to surface water and groundwater
flooding
The EA predicts that flood events are likely to become more common and the use
of sustainable drainage, open space and measures to reduce the rate of run off will
be essential to addressing surface and foul flood risk
Energy and Resource Use and Renewable Energy Generation
There is a high demand for gas and electricity in homes in Hart compared to the
South East and UK averages, but also scope for renewable energy provision
Hart is in an area which has historically experienced serious water stress
There is a need for Hart District to contribute towards Sustainable Waste
Management in Hampshire, by helping to drive waste up the waste hierarchy
Previously Developed Land
There is a limited supply of brownfield land available for development inadequate to
meet needs
Transport
More than half of residents commute out of Hart for work, but half of the District’s
workforce commute into the District from nearby areas
The rural nature of the District and commuting patterns make sustainable travel
difficult, therefore most commuting is done by car
Travel demand is increasing leading to congestion on the roads and trains, and at
railway car parks
Education
There is pressure on school places in some parts of the district
The Economy
The employment rate is high compared to national, regional and county averages,
and the unemployment rate is low
Wages are high compared to the Hampshire and South East averages, but some
people commute out of the District for higher paid work
There is a surplus of office space, some of which is out-dated/obsolete but there is a
small shortfall of industrial space
There is also a need for suitable accommodation for start up and young businesses
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APPENDIX 3- SA FRAMEWORK
SA Objective
SA1

To provide all
residents with
the opportunity
to live in a
decent home
which meets
their needs

Preliminary SA decision making
criteria: Will the policy / option /
proposal...
Q1a
Will it contribute towards the
Local Plan housing
requirements?

Indicators

Targets (where
relevant)

Documents to aid SA assessment (to be
updated as evidence base evolves)

Total net additional homes
delivered.

Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
– Anticipated June 2014

Q1b

Affordable housing
completions as a
proportion of total
delivered.

Target to be set by
new Local Plan.
Evidence based work
to derive Hart’s
‘objectively assessed
need’ is underway.
Target to be set by
new Local Plan. Saved
policy currently
requires 40% on sites
0.5ha or more or
providing 15 or more
dwellings, or in
settlements under
5000 population on
sites of 0.2ha or
more or providing 5
or more dwellings.
Target to be set by
new Local Plan. Saved
policy currently
requires a
“reasonable mix”
which reflects the
current needs of the
area.
Affordable housing to
meet Decent Homes
standards as set by

Q1c

Q1d

Will it contribute towards
meeting the need for
affordable housing?

Will it contribute towards
providing a range of types and
size of housing?

Will it increase the number of
decent homes (specific to
affordable housing)?

% of 1, 2, 3+ bedroom
homes built as a
proportion of the total
delivered.

Number of unfit affordable
housing dwellings.
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Hart District Affordable Housing Viability
Assessment, 2011 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/affordable_housing_viabilit
y_study_2011
Hart District Housing Needs Study, 2008 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/housing_needs_survey_20
08.pdf
Hart Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Assessment, 2013 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/eb9_gypsy___traveller
_accommodation_assessment__updated_may
_2013.pdf
Hart Landscape Character Assessment, Scott
Wilson, 1997 http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/conservation-and-listed-buildings2/planning-landscape-assessment.htm
Hart District Urban Characterisation and
Density Study, The Conservation Studio, 2010
–
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ucds_main_text_25-1011.pdf
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Q1e

Will it reduce the number of
residents on the local Housing
Register?

Number of households on
the housing register.

Q1f

Will it meet the Code for
Sustainable Homes
requirements (or any
replacement requirements)
set by Government?

Percentage of housing
reaching Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4
or above.

Q1g

Notes:
Arrangements are currently
being made by Government
to replace the Code for
Sustainable Homes with new
standards. These will produce
new decision making criteria,
indicators and targets once
published.
Will it contribute towards
meeting the need for
specialist housing and housing
to meet the needs of the
ageing population?

Government.
To reduce the
numbers of homeless
households and the
number of
households in
housing need on the
housing register.
All homes to achieve
Code Level 4 after
6th April 2014 (Target
set by Hart) and to
be zero carbon by
2016. (Targets set by
Government)

Office for National Statistics –
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemi
nation/LeadSByASelectScotNI.do?a=3&c=Hart&d
=13&i=1001x1002&m=0&r=1&s=139229210
2952&enc=1&areaId=6275123&OAAreaId=64
30399
Code for Sustainable Homes Technical Guide,
2010 –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/codefor-sustainable-homes-technical-guidance
North Hampshire Renewable & Low Carbon
Development Study, 2010 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/planning-policy-nth-hants-renewable-_-lowcarbon-dev-study.htm
Hart’s Older Persons Housing Strategy, 20112014 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/hs-ophs2011-14.pdf

Number of extra care,
sheltered, nursing home
and lifetime home
schemes permitted.
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SA2

To protect and
enhance the
health and wellbeing of the
population

Q2a

Q2b

Q2c
Q2d

Q2e

Q2f

Will it ensure that all new
development contributes to a
pleasant environment?

Amount of Accessible
Natural Greenspace

Will the plan improve access
to or the amount of green
infrastructure?

The amount of parkland
and open space per 1,000
population.

Will the plan protect playing
fields and indoor and outdoor
sports facilities?
Will it ensure that access to
other community facilities is
improved for all?

Number of applications
which involve the loss of
such facilities.
Number of applications
permitted for extensions
to, improvement of, loss
of, or provision of new,
community facilities.
Life expectancy at birth
and local and national
mortality rates.

Will it protect and improve
the long term health
prospects within Hart
District?
Will it be likely to lead to an
increased participation in
sport?

Proximity of new
development to existing
sport facilities or the
number of new
developments which
provide new sports
facilities.
Number of people and
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100% of population
with Accessible
Natural Greenspace
of at least 2ha within
300m (or 5 minutes
of their home
(Natural England)

2.83 hectares per
1,000 population for
playing field provision
(National Playing
Fields Association
Standard)

Health Profiles, Public Health England http://www.apho.org.uk/resource/view.aspx?RID=5
0215&SEARCH=H*
Small Area Estimates, Sport England http://sae.sportengland.org/maps.aspx
Safer North Hampshire Interim Strategic
Assessment –
http://www.safernh.co.uk/?page=57
Hart Sustainable Community Strategy 20082018 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/sustainable_community_str
ategy2.pdf
Hart District Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Assessment, June 2012 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ppg17_assessment_2012.
pdf
Older People’s Well-Being Delivery Plan
2011-2014 http://www.hart.gov.uk/opwb_delivery_plan_2012.
pdf
White Paper: Caring for our Future:
Reforming Care and Support, Department of
Health –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/carin
g-for-our-future-reforming-care-and-support
Draft Care and Support Bill, Department of
Health –
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/u
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SA3

To encourage
increased
engagement in
cultural activity,
leisure, and
recreation across
all sections of the
community

Q2g

Does it consider the needs of
the increasing elderly
population?

Q2h

Will it improve road safety?

Q3a

Will it help encourage healthy
and active lifestyles?

Q3b

SA4

To reduce

Q4a

Will it help to encourage
engagement in cultural activity
or improve cultural wellbeing?
Will it improve accessibility to

locations of those
participating in sport
(according to Sport
England Local Sport
Profiles)
Distance of extra care,
sheltered, nursing home
and lifetime home
schemes to key facilities.
Percentage of the older
population being
intensively supported to
remain living at home.
Number of people killed
or injured on the local
highway network.
% of adults (16+)
participating in at least 30
minutes of moderate
intensity sport and active
recreation (including
recreational walking) on
three or more days of the
week

The number of sports
pitches publically available
per 1,000 population.
Number of developments
which create places and
spaces to support
community engagement.
Number and locations of
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ploads/attachment_data/file/216844/dh_134740
.pdf

To increase
participation by 1%
year-on-year until
2020 to achieve
target of 50% of
population
participants in 30
mins activity, three
times a week by 2020
(The Framework for
Sport in England)

Small Area Estimates, Sport England
http://sae.sportengland.org/maps.aspx
Hart District Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Assessment, June 2012 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ppg17_assessment_2012.
pdf

Hart Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-
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inequality,
poverty and
social exclusion

key services and facilities?
Q4b

Will it enable communities to
influence decisions that affect
their neighbourhood and
quality of life?

Q4c

Will it improve the
satisfaction of residents with
their neighbourhood as a
place to live?
Will it help reduce crime and
the fear of crime?

highways projects within
the district.
Percentage of adults
surveyed who consider
that they can influence
decisions within their
locality.
Percentage of residents
who are satisfied with the
area in which they live.

2018 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/sustainable_community_str
ategy2.pdf

Number of reported
crimes
Number and type of
developments where
advice from the police is
sought and followed.
Crime Deprivation Index
Loss of facilities in each
settlement.

Index of Multiple Deprivation http://www3.hants.gov.uk/factsandfigures/keyfacts
andfigures/key-facts/kf-hart.htm#deprivation

SA5

To improve
community safety
by reducing
crime and the
fear of crime

Q5a

SA6

To create and
sustain vibrant
and locally
distinctive
settlements and
communities

Q6a

Will it safeguard and enhance
the services found within
settlements?

Q6b

Will it protect and encourage
local distinctiveness and
enhance community identity?

Number of planning
applications refused on
design grounds.

Q6c

Will it result in the
coalescence of existing
settlements?
Will it help to sustain
communities by ensuring that
they have an appropriate level
of associated infrastructure?
Will it maintain or enhance a

Locations of allocated
urban extensions /
unplanned development.
Percentage of
developments which
contribute towards
infrastructure.
Number of planning

Q6d

Q6e
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Hart Landscape Character Assessment, Scott
Wilson, 1997
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/conservation-and-listed-buildings2/planning-landscape-assessment.htm
Hart District Urban Characterisation and
Density Study, The Conservation Studio, 2010
–
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ucds_main_text_25-1011.pdf
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sense of place?

SA7

To protect and
enhance the
District’s historic
environment

Q6f

Will the rate of development
proposed be likely to have a
positive or adverse effect on
the local community?

Q7a

Will it protect assets of
historical interest and their
setting and encourage their
conservation?

Q7b

Will it improve and increase
access to and the
understanding and enjoyment
of the historic environment?

applications refused on
design grounds.
Amount of development
proposed in combination
with historic levels of
development at the
settlement.
Number of Grade I or
Grade II* listed buildings at
risk or lost through
development.
Number of Grade II Listed
buildings at risk or lost
through development.
Number of Locally Listed
buildings at risk or lost
through development.
The number of major
development projects that
detract from the
significance of heritage
assets or historic
landscape character.
The percentage of planning
and listed building consent
applications approved
contrary to the adopted
historic environment
policy / views of the
Council’s conservation or
archaeological advisor.
Number of visitors
recorded at any
monitored historic assets.
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English Heritage At Risk Register –
http://risk.english-heritage.org.uk/register.aspx
Hampshire County Council Archaeology and
Historic Buildings Record Search http://historicenvironment.hants.gov.uk/AHBSearch
.aspx
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SA8

To protect and
enhance
biodiversity

Q7c

Will it protect archaeological
sites / remains and their
setting within the District?

Q7d

Will it conserve and enhance
conservation areas and their
setting?

Q7e

Will it protect and /or
enhance District’s historic
parks and gardens and their
settings?
Will it lead to a loss, damage
or indirect impact to a
biodiversity asset or the
fragmentation of existing
habitat (including through
changes to air quality, water
quality and an increase in
disturbance)?
Will it lead to habitat
protection or the creation of
new habitat?

Q8a

Q8b

Q8c

Will it link up areas of

Number of archaeological
sites / remains lost or put
at risk through proposed
development.
Number / proportion of
developments which
require supporting survey
work to be undertaken or
mitigation strategies
developed and
implemented.
Number of applications
refused where
development would have
an adverse impact on a
conservation area and/or
its setting.
Proximity of development
to these features.
Number of new
developments located on
or adjacent to sites
important for nature
conservation.

Hampshire Biodiversity Opportunity Areas http://www3.hants.gov.uk/biodiversity/hbic/hbicprojects/hbic-boas.htm

Number of new
developments which
provide ecological
enhancements as part of
development.
Percentage of new

Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
Delivery Framework, Thames Basin Heaths
Joint Strategic Partnership Board –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/seera_delivery_framework
_final_feb_2009.pdf
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Hart Biodiversity Action Plan, 2012-2017 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/biodiversity_action_plan_fi
nal__3.pdf
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fragmented habitat and
therefore have a positive
impact on Green
Infrastructure?
Q8d

Will it lead to the protection
of the Thames Basin Heaths
SPA?

Q8e

Will it lead to the awareness
of local biodiversity issues?

Q8f

Will the development
encroach upon main river
corridors?

Q8g

Will the impacts of
development on the water
body lead to cumulative
effects up or downstream
which could lead to water
body deterioration?
Will development reduce or
limit the natural resilience or
recovery of the water body?
Will it safeguard and enhance
the character of the landscape
around settlements that
influences local distinctiveness
and identity?

Q8h
SA9

To protect and
enhance the
District’s
countryside and
rural landscape

Q9a

developments which
makes provisions for
green infrastructure within
its proposal and the area
of GI generated.
Number of new
developments which
contributes towards
SANGS and SAMMs.
Number of developments
(major) which provide for
educational based
mitigation measures.
Number of developments
within proximity of river
corridors.

Interim Avoidance Strategy for the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area, 2010 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/new_spa_strategy_2nd_re
vision_1st_jan_2011.pdf
Nature on the Map http://www.natureonthemap.naturalengland.org.uk
/

EA aims to maintain
an 8 metre buffer
zone upon main
rivers in order to
protect habitats

Number of developments
within proximity of
waterbodies.

Number of developments
within proximity of
waterbodies.
The sympathetic re-use of
buildings in the
countryside of historical
value.
The reliance on the use of
the private car in new
developments.
The improvement /
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Hart Landscape Character Assessment, Scott
Wilson, 1997
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/conservation-and-listed-buildings2/planning-landscape-assessment.htm
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SA10

To maintain and
improve the
water quality of
the District’s
rivers and
groundwaters
and other water
bodies

Q9b

Will it safeguard the openness
of the District’s countryside
and protect it from
encroachment?

Q10a

Will it lead to improved water
quality of both surface water
groundwater features and the
District’s rivers in line with
the Water Framework
Directive objectives?

widening of local roads,
carried out as part of
major developments.
Number and locations of
new developments which
extend beyond existing
settlement boundaries.
The site area of rural
development which has
been considered
acceptable in planning
terms, specific to the issue
of protecting and
enhancing landscape
character.
Percentage of
developments taking place
in areas with known waste
water capacity issues.
Percentage change in
pollution incidents.
Number of new
developments which
incorporate SuDS.

All inland water
bodies to reach at
least "good status" by
2015 (Water
Framework
Directive)

Environment Agency water quality and
pollution maps - http://maps.environmentagency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyController?value=Fleet%
2C+Hampshire&lang=_e&ep=map&topic=polluti
on&layerGroups=default&scale=9&textonly=off&
submit.x=16&submit.y=6#x=475711&y=15386
5&lg=6,5,4,1,7,8,&scale=6
Water Framework Directive advice http://www.environmentagency.gov.uk/research/planning/33362.aspx
Thames River Basin Management Plan (2009) http://a0768b4a8a31e106d8b050dc802554eb38a24458b98ff72d550b.r19.cf3.
rackcdn.com/geth0910bswa-e-e.pdf
Blackwater Valley Water Cycle Study Scoping
Report, 2011
http://www.hart.gov.uk/blackwater_valley_final_w
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SA11

SA12

To maintain and
improve soil
quality

To reduce the
emissions of
greenhouse
gases, manage
the impacts of
climate change
and improve air
quality

Q11a

Will it maintain and enhance
soil quality?

Q11b

Will it lead to the loss of high
quality / grade agricultural
land?

Q12a

Will it help to reduce Hart’s
carbon footprint?
Notes:
Arrangements are currently
being made by Government
to replace the Code for
Sustainable Homes with new
standards. These will produce
new decision making criteria,
indicators and targets once
published.

Q12b

Will it reduce the risk to
people and damage to
buildings associated with
storm events?

ater_cycle_scoping_study_april_2011
Hart Landscape Character Assessment, Scott
Wilson, 1997
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/conservation-and-listed-buildings2/planning-landscape-assessment.htm

The total area of
contaminated land (in ha)
within the District
Number of new
developments which result
in remedial works being
undertake on
contaminated sites.
The total area of Grade 1,
2 and 3a agricultural land
lost to development.
Percentage of new homes
achieving Code Level 4 or
above (Code Level for
Sustainable Homes).
Percentage of residents
who travel to work by car
or van.
Amount of electricity
being produced from
renewable sources.

Annual Local and Regional
Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Estimates (Tonnes per
capita, DECC)
Code for Sustainable
Homes - performance
levels met in terms of
surface water run-off and
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All new homes to be
carbon neutral by
2016 (DCLG target).

UK Government
renewable energy
target: 15% of
electricity to be
produced from
renewable sources by
2020.

Local Authority Carbon Dioxide Figures –
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/localauthority-emissions-estimates
Office for National Statistics (ONS) –
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemi
nation/LeadSByASelectScotNI.do?a=3&c=Hart&d
=13&i=1001x1002&m=0&r=1&s=139229210
2952&enc=1&areaId=6275123&OAAreaId=64
30399
Hart District Air Quality Reports and
Statistics –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/environment-andplanning/environmental_health/pollution_control/a
ir_quality.htm
Code for Sustainable Homes Technical Guide,
2010
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/codefor-sustainable-homes-technical-guidance
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surface water
management.
Number of new
developments which
incorporate SuDS.
Raised floor levels of new
development in areas
prone to flooding.
Q12c

SA13

To reduce the
risk of flooding
and the resulting
detriment to the
local community,
environment and
economy

Q13a

Will it improve air quality
(including impacts in respect
of human health and sensitive
habitats)?
Will it increase the risk of
flooding?

North Hampshire Renewable & Low Carbon
Development Study, 2010 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/planning-policy-nth-hants-renewable-_-lowcarbon-dev-study.htm

Number and area of Air
Quality Management
Areas

As per national Air
Quality Standards.

Amount of new
development permitted
within Flood Zone 3.

- Take a sequential
approach to flood
risk: all new
developments to be
located within Flood
Zone 1 and where
appropriate Flood
Zone 2
- No developments
permitted contrary
to EA’s flood risk
advice
- All developments
located in identified
areas of flood risk
(from all sources) to
incorporate
mitigation measures
(EA advice).

Number of new
developments permitted,
where the Environment
Agency raised objections
on the grounds of flood
risk.

Number of new
developments which
incorporate flood
prevention measures (inc.
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Hart District Council Climate Change
Strategy 2008-2011 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/tackling_climate_change_h
dc_strategy_final.pdf
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA), 2008
–
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/strategic-flood-risk-assessment.htm
Hampshire County Council’s Local Flood Risk
Management Plan (LFRMS), 2013 –
Local Flood Risk Management Strategy
(LRFMS)
Hampshire County Council’s Surface Water
Management Plan for Hart District Council
(once finalised)
Environment Agency’s Communities at Fluvial
Flood Risk in Hart District, 2013 (Internal
document)
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Q13b

Will it reduce surface water
runoff?

Q13c

Will it increase floodplain
storage?

Q13d

Will it avoid development
within identified areas of flood
risk (e.g. within: Flood Zones,
Updated Flood Map for
Surface Water, potential
Canal Breach location,
historic areas of ground water
/ sewer flooding)?
Will it avoid development in
locations in which there are
capacity issues in respect of
foul drainage or improve
infrastructure in such areas?

Q13e

SuDS).
Number of development
that:
- include SuDS
-discharge at Greenfield
rates or at a rate below
existing

Number of developments
that:
-decrease built footprints
in Flood Zone 3
-move existing built
development out of the
flood zones
-include underfloor voids
or floodplain
compensation
Number of developments
that:
-are located in Flood Zone
3
- locate built development
within areas of identified
flood risk from all sources
Number of flood events
associated with pressures
on foul drainage
infrastructure
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- All developments
above 1ha to have a
SuDS based drainage
scheme. E.g. sites
<1ha to include 1
SuDS device
- All development to
aim for Greenfield
runoff rates (EA
advice).
If development in
Flood Zone 3 is
required we suggest
a target of:
- all development
located in Flood
Zone 3 to increase
floodplain storage
(EA advice)
Take a sequential
approach to flood
risk: all new
developments to be
located within Flood
Zone 1 and where
appropriate Flood
Zone 2 (EA advice)
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SA14

To increase
energy efficiency,
security and
diversity of
supply and the
proportion of
energy generated
from renewable
sources

Q14a

Q14b

SA15

To promote the
efficient use of
land through the
appropriate reuse of previously
developed land

To improve the
efficiency of
resource use and
achieve

Notes:
Arrangements are currently
being made by Government
to replace the Code for
Sustainable Homes with new
standards. These will produce
new decision making criteria,
indicators and targets once
published.
Will it encourage a secure and
efficient transfer of energy
supply?

Q15a

Will it utilise derelict,
degraded or under-used land
which can be classed as
previously developed land?

Q15b

Will it lead to the most
efficient use of land?
Will it lead to the loss of high
quality / grade agricultural
land?
Will it include measures to
limit the levels of water
consumption?

Q15c
SA16

Will it optimise opportunities
for the use of renewable
energy?

Q16a

Percentage of housing
developments achieving
Code Level 4 and above.
Percentage of commercial
developments achieving
BREEAM ‘very good’ or
above.
Annual performance
against Hart’s Local Energy
Efficiency (HECA) Targets

Number of new
developments which
incorporate CHP
initiatives (including
District Heating and
standalone packaged
CHP).
Number of developments
on PDL sites.
Number of vacant or
derelict PDL sites which
have remained un-used for
5 years or more.
Number of dwellings per
hectare.
The total area of Grade 1,
2 and 3a agricultural land
lost to development.
Percentage of new
development which makes
efficiencies for water
savings.
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All new homes to be
carbon neutral by
2016 (DCLG target).

Range of targets
outlined within
Hart’s Home Energy
Conservation Act
Report 2013-2018

Code for Sustainable Homes Technical Guide,
2010
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/codefor-sustainable-homes-technical-guidance
North Hampshire Renewable & Low Carbon
Development Study, 2010 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/planning-policy-nth-hants-renewable-_-lowcarbon-dev-study.htm

Hart District Urban Characterisation and
Density Study, The Conservation Studio, 2010
–
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ucds_main_text_25-1011.pdf
Hart District Council Home Energy
Conservation Act Report 2013-2018 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/heca_report_final.pdf

A target for
increased water
efficiency than is
required by

South East Water Resources Management
Plan (as submitted to Government) –
http://www.southeastwater.co.uk/about-us/ourplans/water-resources-management-plan/library
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sustainable
resource
management

legislation could be
derived by the Local
Plan: Core Strategy
(as suggested by EA
advice)
Q16b

Will it safeguard the District’s
minerals supply?

Q16c

Will it lead to a reduced
consumption of resources?
Notes:
Arrangements are currently
being made by Government
to replace the Code for
Sustainable Homes with new
standards. These will produce
new decision making criteria,
indicators and targets once
published.
Will it encourage the use of
recycled materials in
construction?

Q16d

SA17

To improve
accessibility to all
services and
facilities

Q17e

Will it lead to a reduction in
waste?

Q17a

Will it improve local
accessibility of employment,
facilities and amenities?

Q17b

Will it improve the provision
of services and facilities and

Number of new
developments on or
adjacent to identified sites
suitable for mineral
extraction.
Percentage of housing
developments achieving
Code Level 4 and above.
Percentage of commercial
developments achieving
BREEAM ‘very good’ or
above.

All new homes to be
carbon neutral by
2016 (DCLG target).

Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan –
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/plann
ing-policy-home.htm
Code for Sustainable Homes Technical Guide,
2010
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/codefor-sustainable-homes-technical-guidance
North Hampshire Renewable & Low Carbon
Development Study, 2010 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/planning-policy-nth-hants-renewable-_-lowcarbon-dev-study.htm
DEFRA Waste Statistics
http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/environment/was
te/wrfg23-wrmsannual/

Reuse of recycled
materials from former
building stock and other
sources
Amount of waste arising
from residential and
commercial development.
Index of access to work,
healthcare and shopping
facilities (as measured by
the Indices of
Deprivation).
Percentage of residents
surveyed who find it easy
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Index of Multiple Deprivation –
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/factsandfigures/keyfacts
andfigures/key-facts/kf-hart.htm#deprivation
Office for National Statistics http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemi
nation/
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Q17c

Q17d

SA18

To improve
efficiency of
transport
networks by
enhancing the
proportion of
travel by
sustainable
modes and
promoting
policies which
reduce the need
to travel

Q18a

Q18b

reduce the need to travel to
the larger settlements outside
the District?
Will it ensure that people are
not disadvantaged in terms of
access to services and
facilities in respect of matters
such as age, gender, disability,
faith, background or the
location in which they live?
Will it ensure that adequate
levels of parking are provided
commensurate to the scale of
development and the general
accessibility of the location?
Will it reduce the need to
travel?

Will it encourage walking and
cycling?

Q18c

Will it reduce car use?

Q18d

Will it encourage the use of
public transport?

to access key local
services and facilities
within the District.
Location of new
development with regards
to existing or proposed
services and facilities.

Number of reported
incidents relating to
parking issues in
association with new
developments.
Ease of access to local
services.
Number of local transport
network improvements
per annum.
Percentage of residents
who usually travel to work
on foot or by bicycle.
Percentage of new
developments which
provide cycle storage.
Percentage of residents
who usually travel to work
by car or van.
Percentage of residents
who usually travel to work
by bus or train.
Percentage of
development which is
within 400m or 5 minutes
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Hart District Council Community Strategy
(2005) –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/community_living/pa
rtnerships/lsp/community_strategy.htm
Hart Retail Study Update, 2012
http://www.hart.gov.uk/retail_study_update_marc
h_2012.pdf
Audit of the existing uses within the town and
village centres of Hart District, 2010
http://www.hart.gov.uk/final_audit_of_the_existing
_uses_within_the_town_and_village_centres_of_h
art_district_2010
Hampshire Local Transport Plan 2011-2031 –
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/transport/localtransport-plan.htm
Office for National Statistics –
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemi
nation
Sustrans, National Cycle Network –
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/ncn/map/nationalcycle-network
Transport Assessment for the M3 Corridor,
2011 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/m3_study_final_rpt_1305
11.pdf
Fleet Town Access Plan, Hampshire County
Council, 2011http://www3.hants.gov.uk/transport-
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walk of a bus stop which
provides regular services
or within 800m or 10
minutes walk of a railway
station.
Number of journeys made
by bus or train per annum.

SA19

SA20

Q18e

Will it provide adequate
access to a range of
sustainable transport modes
which can enable interchange
and connections to wider
destinations?

To maintain and
improve
opportunities for
everyone to
acquire the
education and
skills they need
to find and
remain in work

Q19a

Will it provide adequate or
improved educational facilities
for local residents?

To maintain high
and stable levels
of employment
and promote
sustainable
economic growth
and
competitiveness

Q20a

Q19b

Will it provide for ease of
access to primary, secondary
and further education
facilities?
Will it ensure that new
employment, office, retail and
leisure developments
contribute with maximum
benefit to Hart’s economy?

Distance of new
development to existing
or proposed transport
routes?
Provision of footpath and
cycle links as part of new
developments.
Number of education
related developments or
extensions to existing
facilities.
Number of residential
developments securing
contributions towards
education.
Distance of new
development to existing
schools and colleges.
Amount of new additional
employment / commercial
related floorspace
delivered per annum.
Amount of applications
involving the loss of
employment land for noneconomic development
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planning/taps/fleet-town-access-plan.htm

Hampshire County Council School Places,
Framework and Analysis, 2012-2016
http://documents.hants.gov.uk/childrensservices/SOTApprovedSPP2012-v2.pdf
Hampshire County Council Developer
Contributions Towards Children’s Services
Facilities –
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/education/schools/school
-places.htm
Hart District Profile, 2011
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidencebase/planning-policy-hart-district-profile-2011.htm
Employment Land Review, 2009
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/planning-policy/planning-policy-evidence-
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Q20b

Q20c

Q20d
SA21

To stimulate
regeneration
where
appropriate and
encourage urban
renaissance

Q21a

Q21b

Q21c

Q21d

Will it ensure that new
employment, office, retail and
leisure developments are in
locations that are accessible
to those who will use them by
a choice of transport modes?
Will it encourage
diversification of the local
economy?
Will it promote viable and
vibrant sustainable rural
communities?
Will it encourage the
regeneration of derelict,
vacant or under-utilised sites
and encourage the efficient
use of previously developed
land?
Will the regeneration
opportunity be likely to act as
a catalyst for economic
growth?
Will it improve the townscape
/ character of the settlement?
Will it improve the quality of
life within settlements and in
urban design terms put people

with no associated reprovision / improvement
as part of application to
offset its loss.
Distance of new
employment sites from
new and existing
residential areas and the
opportunities for
sustainable travel.
Number of new business
start-ups.
Changes in employment by
sector statistics.
Percentage of Hart’s
business space which is
located in rural areas.
Percentage of
developments on PDL
sites.

Distance of new
development from
commercial sites.
Number of planning
applications refused on
grounds of character /
design.
Number of new
developments which
provide for improved
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base/planning-policy-employment-land-review.htm
Economic Growth and Employment Land
Requirements in North Hampshire, 2009
http://www.hart.gov.uk/final_report__june_2008.pdf
Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) Strategy for Growth, 2013
http://www.enterprisem3.org.uk/strategy-forgrowth/

No set targets,
however the
National Planning
Policy Framework
(NPPF) still
encourages the reuse of PDL.

Audit of the existing uses within the town and
village centres of Hart District, 2010
http://www.hart.gov.uk/final_audit_of_the_existing
_uses_within_the_town_and_village_centres_of_h
art_district_2010
Hart Landscape Character Assessment, Scott
Wilson, 1997 –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/index/topplanning/conservation-and-listed-buildings2/planning-landscape-assessment.htm
Hart District Urban Characterisation and
Density Study, The Conservation Studio, 2010
http://www.hart.gov.uk/ucds_main_text_25-1011.pdf
Odiham Village Design Statement –
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at the heart of place making?

connectivity for
pedestrians, opportunities
for sustainable travel,
improvements to public
realm and designs which
contribute to a sense of
place.
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http://www.hart.gov.uk/60pp_lowres_proof__single_pages_new.pdf
Yateley Village Design Statement –
http://www.hart.gov.uk/yateley_doc_17.06.09_low
_res_for_web-2.pdf

APPENDIX 4 – EVIDENCE BASE UPDATE:
STRATEGIC HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENT
Further to the review of the baseline conditions at Hart as part of the SA Scoping
Report (April 2014) the Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (Wessex Economics, May 2014) (referred to from herein as the SHMA)
has since been published for consultation.
Appendix 3 (Baseline Information) of the SA Scoping Report previously reported on
the interim findings of the emerging SHMA (paragraphs A3.10 – A3.13). The May
2014 SHMA figures now replace the interim findings in their entirety by the following
information.
The baseline information for Hart District will continue to evolve as further
background evidence is produced. A full update of the SA Scoping Report, Appendix
3 (Baseline Information) will therefore be carried out and published in a subsequent
SA Report. This will also seek to address any comments received in relation to the
baseline information during the SA Scoping Report consultation period.
The SHMA was completed for consultation in June 2014 and represents a vital piece
of evidence for the Council. The assessment considered what the likely future
housing requirements may be across the Housing Market Area (Hart, Rushmoor and
Surrey Heath) and sought to establish the ‘objectively assessed housing needs’ for
Hart District (and the other authorities). The SHMA covers a period of 2011 to
2036 whilst the plan will cover the period 2011-2032. Therefore the figures referred
to in the Interim SA Report and Housing Development Options Consultation Paper
vary from those contained within the SHMA (June 2014) but are nevertheless drawn
directly from the SHMA evidence.
In order to determine the objectively assessed housing needs for Hart District, the
SHMA considered in detail the following data:
population and household projections which also take into account local
data on migration and household formation;
job and employment growth projections and forecasts which also take
into account the likely effects of the work undertaken by the Enterprise
M3 Local Enterprise Partnership;
the current and likely future affordable housing requirements across the
Housing Market Area; and
an analysis of the various housing market signals that may impact on the
future supply or demand for new market housing.
Basic demographic projections for Hart demonstrate that the District is projected to
increase by about 15,000 residents between 2011 and 2032 (equivalent to an
increase of about 16% over the plan period). Based on this projection alone, the
SHMA considered that the projected additional housing required to address this
population increase during the plan period would be 7,030 dwellings or an annualised
average of 335 dwellings per annum.
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The projected population projections above, did not however take into account the
potential for employment growth over the plan period, which would have a clear link
with the objectively assessed housing needs of the Housing Market Area. Indeed,
implications of not considering employment growth scenarios as part of the process
could result in adverse impacts on both housing supply and the economy.
A range of employment growth scenarios were therefore considered and the SHMA
concluded that ‘proactive planning for growth’ was the most robust scenario. This
scenario projected higher levels of employment growth than seen in the recent past
(pre-recession). It however considered lower levels than projected by the national
job-growth forecasts, provided on a local authority area level and produced by
Experian. The supported employment growth scenario increased Hart’s housing
requirement by a total of 504 dwellings during the period 2011 to 2032 to a total
requirement of 7,534 dwellings, equivalent to an annualised average of 359 dwellings
per annum.
The issue of affordable housing was also considered by the SHMA and the level of
housing need was considered to be high both within Hart and the other authorities
in the Housing Market Area. Due to the level of existing housing need (about 1,700
dwellings in Hart), it was not considered possible for this to be met within the five
year period (as considered best practice) and concluded that it would need to be
addressed over a long period. As a result, the SHMA determined that there was no
need for the total housing requirement to be altered in relation to affordable
housing need.
In relation to market signals such as rising housing prices and housing affordability,
the SHMA considered factors to be bi-products of the imbalance between demand
and supply, which has existed in the past within the Housing Market Area. The
assumption was therefore made that by addressing the issue of demand and supply in
the future, no additional uplift would be necessary to address these issues which
have arisen in the past through market signals.
The table below presents the objectively assessed housing needs for the three
authorities and also for the whole housing market area.
Table 3.1: Objectively Assessed Housing Needs 2011-2032 as derived from
the Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(Wessex Economics, 2014)
Estimated
total housing
need
Average per
annum

Hart
7,534

Surrey Heath Rushmoor
7,057
9,822

Whole HMA
24,413

359

336

1,163
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APPENDIX 5 – EVIDENCE BASE UPDATE: HART
FUNCTIONAL ECONOMIC AREA STUDY
Conclusions and Recommendations
The key question at the heart of this study is ‘what is the extent of the functional
economic area that covers the administrative area of Hart District?’ The term ‘functional
economic area’ is not defined and this study therefore examines a number of different
ways of considering the economic geography of the West Surrey- North Hampshire
Area.
The appropriate area for a Local Planning Authority to focus on in terms of coordinated policy development –depends on the particular aspects of policy that an
authority is concerned with. This study has identified that there are a number of
nested geographies that relate to different aspects of the economy. In summary:
At the highest spatial level, there is the area covered by the
Enterprise M3 LEP. This geography has logic in terms of a coherent
sub-region comprising the M3 and A3M corridors, and in terms of
thinking about fostering cluster development, and high level planning
for labour force development, inward investment, business
development and infrastructure planning.
Within the LEP area, there is a number of identifiable Travel to Work
Areas, which broadly align themselves with the LEP geography,
though the 2001 Portsmouth and Southampton Travel to Work areas
extend a significant way northwards from the Solent LEP area into
the territory of the Enterprise M3 LEP.
For this study the relevant geography is the 2001 Guildford and
Aldershot TTWA. The area is broadly aligned with strategic housing
market areas as defined in government studies. The core area
covered by this TTWA is likely to remain unchanged when new
TTWA based on 2011 Census data are prepared, though there is the
possibility that the new area might encompass Basingstoke.
There are distinct local property markets in the Enterprise M3 LEP
area, reflecting the different locational attributes of different parts of
the area. Hart is clearly aligned to the Blackwater Valley commercial
property market area, though because of significant employment in
Hook, there is also a link to the Basingstoke commercial property
market area
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The area of the Blackwater Valley commercial property market maps
closely onto the functional economic geography of the urban
settlements that make up the Aldershot Built Up Area (BUA), the
25th largest urban area in England and Wales by population. All of the
employment within Rushmoor is within the BUA along with the
majority of employment in Hart and Surrey Heath.
Rushmoor is the urban heart of the Aldershot Built Up Area and the
Blackwater Valley conurbation. The Blackwater Valley conurbation
encompasses all of the Aldershot Built Up Area but embraces
Fleet/Church Crookham recognising that these towns are functionally
part of the urban area. The Blackwater Valley includes about a third
of the population of Waverley Borough, and small parts of Bracknell
Forest, Guildford and Wokingham Boroughs.
The primary economic development responsibility that Hart District Council has to
discharge as Local Planning Authority is to determine the future quantity of land and
floorspace that is required for economic development uses. This entails assessing
both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of demand and identifying adequate
supply through site allocations. Such work has to be integrated with infrastructure
planning.
Given that this is the principal economic development responsibility of Hart Borough
Council, Wessex Economics makes the following recommendations regarding joint
working:
There is an absolute requirement for Hart District Council
to work closely with Rushmoor Borough Council and Surrey
Heath Borough Council. These three authorities are the major
players in the area covered by the Blackwater Valley commercial
property market and need to adopt a co-ordinated approach to
bringing forward sites and premises for business. The Enterprise M3
Commercial Property Market study highlights that most of the sites
in the Blackwater Valley urban area are within the boundaries of
these three authorities.
It would be desirable to also include Waverley Borough
Council in this process. Farnham is functionally part of the
Blackwater Valley. However, this is not deemed essential, because
the Enterprise M3 Commercial Property Market Report does not
identify significant development sites for B class use in and around
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Farnham. It would be more important for Hart to work with
Waverley Borough Council on co-ordination of retail and leisure
proposals.
There is evidence of growing economic linkages between Hart
District and Basingstoke and Deane Borough in terms of commuter
flows in both directions. Hook is an established business location
with an employment base of over 7,000 employees, and functionally
probably looks to both Basingstoke town and Fleet in terms of
business linkages. Hart District Council needs to identify areas
of common interest with B&DBC. This will be particularly
pertinent if proposals emerge for major development in the west of
Hart District.
There is a wider group of authorities which Hart District Council would need to
engage with as part of its Duty to Co-operate. These fall into three categories:
Authorities with responsibility for settlements in the
Blackwater Valley and hence affected by how plans developed by
the ‘core’ Blackwater Valley Councils (Rushmoor, Hart and Surrey
Heath). These include (in addition to Waverley): Guildford Borough,
Bracknell Forest and Wokingham Councils
Other authorities in the Travel to Work area or with strong
commuting linkages to the Blackwater Valley. In addition to
the above this would include, East Hampshire, Reading, Woking,
Runnymede and West Berkshire; plus Surrey and Hampshire County
Councils.
Enterprise M3 LEP and Thames Valley Berkshire LEP. The
extent of joint working vs consultation will depend on the particular
tasks that need to be undertaken and the different timescales that
each authority may be working to. In determining both who needs
to work together that ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘when’ issues will be relevant.
A degree of pragmatism will be required. This report provides the
basis for establishing the appetite of potential partners to work with
Hart District Council, based on their own perceived need to be
fulfilling the Duty to Co-operate.
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APPENDIX 6 - APPRAISAL TABLES
The table below presents the findings of the appraisal of the alternative options addressing the sustainability of each of the potential
housing strategies being considered by Hart District Council as part of the current consultation.
Alternative Options
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option

1
2
3
4
5

–
–
–
–
–

Settlement Focus
Dispersal Strategy
Focused Growth (Strategic Urban Extensions)
Focused Growth (New Settlement)
Focus growth away from the SPA zone of influence

Appraisal Key
A discussion is presented against each of the 21 SA objectives, outlining the likely significant effects and the relative merits of the options
in more general terms.
Where possible we have ranked the options. It is important to note that this ranking is specific to the relevant SA objective and is an
assessment of relative performance against the other options. It should be further noted that the rankings cannot be simply added
together, in order to outline a preferred or most sustainable option. Where it has not been possible to rank an option relative to other
options, a ‘?’ has been recorded.
In addition to the rankings, each option is also highlighted according to its likely significant effects.
Likely significant positive effects
Likely significant negative effects
A neutral effect which may relate to a positive or negative effect but not to the extent it is considered ‘significant’
Uncertain effects
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Section 3 of this report outlines the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs (as derived
from the Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market Assessment,
June 2014) for Hart District as being 359 dwellings per annum (or 7,534 dwellings
across the plan period 2011-2032).
In addition to the above, the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper
estimates at paragraph 3.50 what the residual level of housing required within Hart
District would be. This takes into account completions during 2011/12 and 2012/2013,
outstanding planning permissions, identified deliverable sites and major sites (currently
the subject of planning applications) that were supported within Hart’s Interim Housing
Delivery Strategy 2013.
Table 3.5 of the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper estimates there to
be a SHMA-based residual housing requirement of 4,018 dwellings. Further estimates
are provided in respect of the estimated annual supply of homes during the five year
period (April 2014-March 2019) (505 dwellings per annum) and the estimated
requirement from sites yet to be identified between April 2019 and the end of the plan
period (March 2032) (325 dwellings per annum).
The Housing Development Options Paper makes a number of assumptions within the
options analysis in Section 4, on the potential capacity of each development option.
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Option
5

The starting point for assessing the performance of the options against Objective SA1,
must ultimately relate to the scale of housing which could be achieved by each option
and how this correlates with the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for Hart District.

Option
4

1. To provide
all residents
with the
opportunity to
live in a
decent home
which meets
their needs

Option
3

Discussion of likely significant effects and of relative merits in more general
terms

Option
2

SA Objective

Option
1

Rank of preference

5

2

3

1

4

These were based on the availability of sites identified within Hart’s Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) (November 2013) but also including updates to
the end of May 2014.
The capacity figures quoted by the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper
for each of the development options are provided below. Annual averages are also set
out in brackets to reflect the potential annual average delivery rates for each option
across the proposed 17 year plan period (2015-2032):
Option 1 – “Between 580 and 875” dwellings (maximum of 51 dpa)
Option 2 – Based on available information assumes it could deliver “approximately
3,550” dwellings based on a 10% growth strategy or “potentially as many as 4,000
dwellings” when considering the capacity of all relevant sites in the SHLAA (November
2013) (209-235dpa)
Option 3 – “As much as 3,500 dwellings dwellings split across a number of sites”.
(maximum of 206 dpa)
Option 4 – “At least” 3,500-4,500 dwellings (the Housing Development Options Paper
also outlines an annual delivery rate of 250-300 dpa)
Option 5 – “Between 1,400 and 1,500 homes” (maximum of 88 dpa)
Additionally, the baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report, raises
some key issues in respect of Objective SA1, which outline that:
Hart has a growing population with most age groups set to rise, with the
exception of young adult age groups. In particular, Hart will have an
increasingly ageing population in the coming years, which will result in specific
housing needs for this sector of the population over the plan period;
High average house prices of £389,000 are experienced within Hart District,
compared to a regional average of £318,100;
A significant demand exists for affordable housing, particularly when considered
against historical completion rates, and that market values vary across the
District (see map below).
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Map of Market Value Areas (Taken from AHVS)

All five of the options are likely to provide for some additional housing within Hart
District. However, it is clear that Option 4 is the only option of the five development
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options which is likely to provide sufficient housing, when considered in isolation (and
when assessed in light of the residual requirement), to meet the District’s objectively
assessed housing needs. This therefore impacts the performance of the options against
Objective SA1 and effectively Options 1, 2, 3 and 5 present likely adverse significant
effects, as none would be likely to fully deliver the objectively assessed housing needs.
For the purpose of the assessment, an assumption has however been made that the
higher levels of housing produced by the option, the better the option performs against
the objective.
In light of the above, Options 1 and 5 present significantly lower levels of growth than
the other options and therefore have progressively more significant negative effects
with regard to housing provision. Option 1 could however contribute towards a short
term source of supply, in combination with some of the options which have longer lead
in times for delivery.
Option 3 whilst delivering higher levels of growth would still deliver less housing than
Option 2 and also raises likely significant adverse effects in isolation of addressing
specific locational needs for housing, by proposing growth in limited locations within
the District, therefore reducing choice. This could potentially lead to a further rise in
house prices in other areas of the District.
A further significant consequence of Options 1 and 5, which would be likely to deliver
substantially lower levels of housing than required by the SHMA, is that fewer
affordable homes would also be delivered. This would fail to address the deficit which
exists for affordable homes. Additionally, a reduced level of growth could also lead to a
rise in house prices across Hart District, as a result of demand outstripping supply.
Option 2 would be likely to provide for a reasonable level of housing. However, whilst
the Development Options Consultation Paper outlines that there is potential capacity
for as many as 4,000 dwellings (suggesting this would be the maximum), it would
appear that the strategy itself (to disperse development) could limit delivery. This is on
the basis that in practice there is a discord between the levels of capacity within each
settlement and the strategy itself, which is to proportionately distribute development.
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If seeking to achieve an even-handed distribution of development, it must be assumed
that development levels would be likely to be lower than the overall capacity, given the
likely locational availability of sites. The option would however provide a number of
benefits in respect of Objective SA1. For example, it would provide housing in a range
of locations to increase choice and the smaller nature of the sites could enable short
term housing delivery, whilst long term sites come forward.
Option 4 would be likely to provide sufficient levels of housing, in isolation, to meet
Hart’s residual Objectively Assessed Needs. There is however a small difference
between the estimated annual housing requirement of 325 dpa (outlined in Table 3.5
of the Development Options Paper) and the assumed maximum annual delivery rate of
300 dpa. Despite this, the nature of the option has the overall capacity to deliver
sufficient housing and the achievement of doing so would be closely related to the plan
developing a robust strategy for housing delivery and phasing at the location.
The timescales on which the new settlement could start to deliver housing is also a key
consideration in relation to Option 4. In this respect, the option relies heavily on the
existing outlined supply for two reasons. Firstly, in the event that the identified supply
of 2,981 dwellings does not come forward, the capacity of the new settlement would
need to increase beyond 4,500 dwellings. This may be achievable physically in the
location, although perhaps not within the timescales of the plan. Secondly, the option
would rely on the outlined supply to deliver sufficient levels of housing within the short
term, given the fact that the option would be likely to have a long lead-in time.
Based on the information contained within the Housing Development Options
Consultation Paper, Option 4 combined with the existing supply is considered to
present likely significant positive effects.

2. To protect
and enhance
the health
and wellbeing of the

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report, raises some key
issues in respect of Objective SA2, which outline that:
A very low percentage of the population within Hart District have ‘bad health’ or
‘very bad health’, compared to figures for Hampshire and England;
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The District has the fifth highest levels of physical activity in the South East of
England, although a slight decrease was noted between 2005/06 and 2012/13;
Life expectancy within Hart for both men and woman is higher than the national
average.
The provision of significant levels of new housing should present positive effects for
both the existing and new population in relation to health and well-being. This is on the
assumption that new development would be likely to make some contribution towards
new or improved health, sport and community facilities and green infrastructure,
improving baseline conditions.
The relative performance of the options is hard to predict at this Interim SA stage, in
addition to the significance of potential effects. The findings have not therefore been
ordered in terms of rank of preference but rather in terms of likely significant positive
or negative effects.
Option 1 is considered to present some likely significant adverse effects in isolation, by
being unlikely to deliver on-site open space or new community facilities, due to the
likely scales of sites and as a result of the option also raising the opportunity to identify
open spaces to release for housing. Additionally, Option 5 presents likely significant
adverse effects in relation to location, in that any additional / improved facilities, would
be located in the least accessible part of the District. Additionally, development would
be less likely to need to deliver SANGs, which have the potential to offer positive
effects on health from a recreational aspect. Further, by locating development in this
area of the District, there is likely to be a greater reliance on the private car, which
could affect the health and well-being of new residents.
Options 2, 3 and 4 would be more likely to present likely significant positive impacts,
either by virtue of their locations or scales of development or a combination of both.
The relative significance of these positive impacts are however difficult to predict at
this stage.

3. To

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report, raises some key
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issues in respect of Objective SA3, which outline that:
There is a wide variety of open space provision across the District with the
largest amount relating to parks, gardens and amenity greenspace;
The 2006 PPG17 Assessment concluded that the Council’s priorities for open
space should be to enhance quality rather than increase quantity;
An update to the above report also established that additional needs existed for
allotments, grass pitches, children’s play space and teenage facilities were
required across the District;
The District provides poor access to full community access swimming pools and
has below average water space per 1000 population compared to both the
South East and England.
There is the need for some refurbishment of existing health and fitness clubs, in
addition to three additional badminton courts of hall space and one additional
synthetic pitch.
Again, there should be a clear link between the levels of new housing provision, the
likely scales of development sites and locations of development within this objective.
Generally, the higher levels of housing provision and growth associated with sites of a
scale which are likely to secure significant infrastructure (until CIL is introduced),
should present positive effects for this objective. Once CIL is introduced, the
significance of scale of site may lessen, however, it is clear that on-site provisions of
such infrastructure may be delivered more quickly, than if delivered as part of a Local
Authority Capital Programme with CIL monies whereby there will be competing
demands.

4. To reduce
inequality,

The relative performance of the options is hard to predict at this Interim SA stage, in
addition to the significance of potential effects. The findings have not therefore been
ordered in terms of rank of preference but rather in terms of likely significant positive
effects or likely significant negative effects. Reasons for the performance of the various
options against Objective SA3, are similar to those outlined for Objective 2 and have
not therefore been repeated.
The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report, identifies that the
population of Hart is considered to be quite wealthy, with 77% of the Lower Level
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Super Output Areas within Hart falling within the 10% least deprived areas in England.
Whilst affluence is noted to vary across the district, there are no areas of acute
deprivation.
Despite poverty levels being very low within Hart, affluence does vary and
improvements could be made in relation to this objective. The decision making criteria
within the SA Framework considers that improvements in terms of accessibility to key
services and facilities within the District would, for example, improve equality. Equally,
the ability of communities to influence decisions that affect their neighbourhood and
quality life has potentially positive implications on social exclusion. Improvements to
resident’s satisfaction in general were also considered to relate to this objective and
formed a decision making criteria. The latter two decision making criteria will be
important as the plan and its policies emerge, rather than at this Interim stage.
The delivery of new housing has the potential to result in improvements relating to
accessibility to key services and facilities, either through highways improvements or
the provision of new facilities. However, it is difficult at this stage to predict the
significance of effects or likely differences in performance between options.
The assessment of Objective SA4 at this Interim stage has therefore relied upon the
potential levels of affordable housing delivery. Clearly, in the event that affordable
housing needs remain unmet, increases in inequality and social exclusion would be
likely to occur. A lack of affordable housing, may also in turn lead to homelessness,
poverty and deprivation. More so, a lack of affordable housing could depress household
formation. In particular, a lack of affordable housing would reduce the opportunities for
housing for young people on low incomes who cannot afford to leave the family home.
With the need for affordable housing being considered to be a District wide issue, the
objective has therefore been assessed in terms of the likely provision of affordable
housing presented by each issue. Options 2 and 4 are considered to perform equally,
as whilst option 4 provides for more housing, it will only provide this in a reduced
number of locations, rather than throughout the District.
As of February 2014, 1,921 households were on the housing register. More up to date
information provided in the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper reduces
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this need to 1,700 households (paragraph 3.15). The paper also outlines that given the
extent of the level of need it is unlikely that it could be addressed within the five year
period and therefore it is more likely to have to address it over a longer period
(paragraph 3.16).

5. To improve
community
safety by
reducing
crime and the
fear of crime

6. To create

If the level of need stayed the same (1,700 households), the delivery of affordable
housing would need to achieve a rate of 100 dpa during the 17 year plan period.
Assuming a 40% affordable housing requirement (for the sole means of providing an
example, as this will be determined by policy), Option 4 (105 dpa) followed by Option
2 (84 dpa, based on a 10% distribution strategy) and the maximum capacity offered
by Option 3 (82dpa) would in isolation be the only options likely to deliver sufficient
levels of housing in the region of that required. Affordable housing to address the
backlog would in practice with any option, also be supplemented through affordable
housing secured or likely to be secured through the potential housing supply of 2,981
dwellings already identified by the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper. It
is also important to note that the above estimated levels of delivery would however be
dependent on the policy for affordable housing, which may not secure affordable
housing at a threshold of +1 net dwellings, as has been assumed, nor at 40%.
The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report identified that
between 1st January and December 2013, Hart had the lowest number of crimes per
1000 population (20.460) in Hampshire.
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The Index of Multiple Deprivation (2010) also provide a Crime and Disorder Deprivation
ranking for Hart. This shows the eastern, south-western and western parts of the
District to be in the least 20% deprived and the rest of the District within the 20-40%
least deprived or middle quintiles. A few pockets were however noted in and around
Fleet to be within the 20-40% most deprived in relation to crime and disorder.
It is difficult to assess which of the housing options would help to improve community
safety by reducing crime and the fear of crime, particularly in the case of Hart District
which has fairly low crime levels. Reducing crime and the fear of crime tend to actually
relate closely to the density and design of developments, as opposed to the distribution
of housing numbers.
The decision making criteria within the SA Framework presents a number of
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and sustain
vibrant and
locally
distinctive
settlements
and
communities

considerations for this objective. These cover the following issues:
the safeguarding and enhancement of services found within settlements (Q6a);
the protection and encouragement of creating locally distinctive places (Q6b);
the risk posed by development in relation to coalescence of settlements (Q6c);
the need to ensure communities have appropriate levels of infrastructure (Q6d);
the need to maintain and enhance a sense of place (Q6e);
whether the rate of development proposed would have a positive or adverse
effect on the local community (Q6f).
In relation to infrastructure, an assumption can be made that more housing growth,
would deliver higher levels of infrastructure, whether through CIL or Section 106
agreements. Additionally, further assumptions could be made that focussed large scale
growth is more likely to deliver new facilities or significant enhancements to existing
facilities, than may be achieved through wide-spread dispersal, which could take time
to secure such delivery.
In relation to other services within settlements such as retail, the baseline information
identified that an audit carried out by the Council in 2010 established that all six of the
main town and village centres (Blackwater, Fleet, Hartley Wintney, Hook, Odiham and
Yateley) had vacant ground for units, but that Hook, Hartley Wintney and Blackwater
had the smallest percentages. Fleet had the highest percentage of units with 20% of
units vacant. Overtrading in convenience goods floorspace was also noted at some of
the larger food stores within Hart, and an indication given that further provision at two
locations (Fleet and Hook) seemed appropriate. Meanwhile, the audit noted that in
order for facilities in the rural settlements to remain viable they would need to stay in
continued use by their respective local communities.
In relation to coalescence, it could be assumed that development strategies which seek
to deliver development within existing settlements would result in fewer negative
impacts. However, development outside of existing boundaries, if well designed and in
the right locations, is not necessarily likely to result in coalescence. Further, the
protection and encouragement of creating locally distinctive places (a further decision
making criteria) raises parallels with securing good design. At this stage of the process
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it is considered to be difficult to determine the potential effects on these two issues.
All of the options are likely to provide some contribution towards Objective SA6 in
terms of safeguarding existing facilities within settlements and ensuring that
communities have appropriate levels of infrastructure. However, due to the levels of
growth associated with the options, Options 2 and 4 are considered most likely to
present likely significant positive effects, If option 3 delivers the maximum capacity
outlined, then it too is likely to present a positive effect.
Option 4 is considered to perform best on the basis that it achieves a higher level of
growth than other options and seeks to deliver growth through a large-scale
development in a new location, which is likely to require significant levels of new
infrastructure including a new secondary school. However, due to focussing
development in a new location, it may not support existing local facilities and could in
some locations lead to the loss of facilities. Countering this effect however is that the
approach would also be less likely to create excessive pressures on existing services /
facilities if the new settlement was properly planned to be self-sufficient.
Meanwhile, Option 2 seeks to spread development throughout the District. This
approach is less likely to secure as much new infrastructure as Option 4 on the
assumption that sites would generally be smaller, although the option would contribute
well towards safeguarding existing services within settlements, by increasing the
population throughout the District. In particular, Option 2 also provides for housing in
the rural areas, supporting existing facilities in these settlements. At a later stage, the
approach may however raise adverse impacts if, once established spatially, the
approach actually created excessive pressures on existing services. Suitable mitigation
may however be able to be established.
Option 3 provides for slightly lower levels of housing, although the large scale nature
could potentially secure new or improved infrastructure for the host settlements. In
addition to there being lower levels of infrastructure secured by this option, few
existing settlements would also be supported by an increase in population to ensure
the sustainability of existing services and facilities. Options 1 and 5 also present
neither positive or negative impacts, as whilst any growth should contribute towards
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7. To protect
and enhance
the District’s
historic
environment

this objective, the options due to their general uncertainty or low levels of growth are
not considered to present likely significant positive effects.
The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report, identified a number
of architectural heritage designations, as shown on the map below.
There are 32 Conservation Areas, 903 Listed Buildings, 329 Locally-Listed Buildings, 10
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, 8 Historic Parks and 16 Locally-Listed Parks and
Gardens.
The designations are distributed throughout the District both inside and outside of
existing settlements. Therefore all development options would have the potential to
impact the historic environment within Hart District. Uncertain effects have therefore
been recorded in respect of each of the options on the basis that site specific or broad
locations would be required in order to fully establish a likely significant positive or
negative effect.
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8. To protect
and enhance
biodiversity

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report confirms the
biodiversity related designations within Hart District, as shown on the map below.
A key biodiversity designation is the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
(SPA) which covers 2,099ha of the north and north east of the District. The SPA
provides a significant constraint to development in much of the District, as within 400m
from the SPA no net additional dwellings are permitted and between 400m and 5km
(the ‘Zone of Influence’) the effects of increased recreational disturbance arising from
new development must be considered. A small area in the south-west of the District
falls outside of the SPA ‘Zone of Influence’ relating to land to the south west of Hook,
North Warnborough, Odiham, South Warnborough, Long Sutton and the countryside
surrounding these villages.
Other designations include 16 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), one of which
extends around the southern edge of Hook, in the area outside of the 5km SPA ‘Zone
of Influence’. Meanwhile the other SSSI sites are focused predominately to the north
and east of the District in association with the SPA sites. A further SSSI is designated
at Odiham Common which is located between Odiham and Winchfield.
Further implications for biodiversity can also be associated with greenfield
development, as sites which are not designated for their biodiversity importance, may
if developed, still result in a loss of biodiversity. This could be in the form of habitat or
in terms of an impact / fragmentation on existing wildlife corridors. Land with
biodiversity designations is however clearly more important in planning terms,
particularly whereby designations are internationally or nationally derived. The
assessment of options has therefore been carried out on this basis.
Option 1 provides an urban focus, utilising previously developed land. Whilst it may not
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therefore impact directly on a designated site, the consultation paper notes that many
of the sites would still be located within the 5km SPA ‘Zone of Influence’. Due to the
likely size of sites within this option, on-site mitigation would be unlikely to be
achieved and therefore the option would need to be delivered in conjunction with new
strategic SANGs. An uncertain effect can therefore be recorded, as the success of the
option is dependent on the provision of new SANGs which have not been identified.
Option 2 would provide for wide spread development across the District dispersed
within and around settlements which fall within the SPA ‘Inner Exclusion Zone’, SPA
‘Zone of Influence’ and outside of 5km of the SPA. A range of positive and negative
impacts would therefore be likely to result from this option. For sites within the SPA
‘Zone of Influence’ the ability to mitigate is again uncertain, as the consultation paper
notes that sites are likely to be too small to deliver on-site SANGs. In terms of
extensions to existing settlements a number of SINCs are also found on the periphery
of many existing settlements.
Option 3 relates to one or two strategic urban extensions being provided. The option
outlines that these would be most suited at Tier 1 or Tier 2 Settlements which relate to
the settlements of Fleet, Church Crookham, Yateley, Blackwater or Hook. All of these
settlements, with the exception of the far west of Hook, fall within the SPA ‘Zone of
Influence’, whilst parts of Yateley, Blackwater, Fleet and Church Crookham fall within
400m of the SPA. Despite this, the likely scale of site proposed by the option would
provide significant potential to secure sufficient land for new SANGs, although it would
also present some negative impacts in terms of focusing growth on greenfield sites.
The delivery of new SANGs close to the SPA may however have a greater impact in offsetting the recreational impacts of existing residents, if the provision of new SANGs
provided alternative recreational choice and could reduce travel to the SPA for some
local residents.
Option 4 seeks to deliver a new settlement within Hart District. It is therefore likely to
result in substantial rural land take, which could result in impacts on biodiversity
regardless of location, as the presence and use of sites by wildlife (including protected
species) would be increased on greenfield sites, even if undesignated. Additionally, the
creation of a new settlement would require land not only for housing but also
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employment and associated infrastructure in order to create a sustainable settlement.
This additional development may however be required regardless of how growth is to
be delivered. In terms of adverse effects on biodiversity, impacts would however be
focussed in one location, which could therefore impact on fewer habitats within Hart
District. Additionally, the option could deliver strategic SANGs, whilst the self-contained
promotion of the settlement could result in significant levels of housing being delivered
with reduced impacts on the SPA, assuming the settlement was located a reasonable
distance from it.
Option 5 is expected to present likely significant positive effects on Objective SA8 by
focusing development in the south west corner of Hart outside of the SPA 5km zone of
influence. Whilst a number of further biodiversity constraints are still found within the
area (there is a large number of SINCs) and development would be likely to involve
greenfield development, the approach would be consistent within saved South East
Plan policy NRM6 which advises development to be directed away from areas where
there is a potential to adversely impact the SPA. Whilst the option overall presents
positive effects in terms of off-setting the likely impacts of recreational activity on the
SPA associated with new resident populations, it would not however contribute
positively to the effects created by existing residents who would not be deterred from
the SPA as an associated benefit under this option.
9. To protect
and enhance
the District’s
countryside
and rural
landscape

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report provides an overview
of the landscape context within Hart District, which is largely characterised by rural
landscapes of varying characters. Hart’s countryside is both functional in terms of
being used for agricultural, military, mineral extraction and forestry uses, whilst also
being important to residents by offering valuable amenity, opportunities for
recreational activity and contributing to quality of life. New evidence will be required to
reflect changes in the landscape within Hart District. This should also determine
potential enhancements which could be achieved through the regeneration and
utilisation of the countryside.
The decision making criteria contained within the SA Framework, outlines two main
considerations under this objective. These are:
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whether a proposal or policy will safeguard and enhance the character of the
landscape around settlements which influences local distinctiveness and identity
(Q9a); and
whether a proposal of policy will safeguard the openness of the District’s
countryside and protect it from encroachment (Q9b).
The most potential for harm to the landscape is created by greenfield development
which sits outside the settlement boundaries. Options 3, 4, and 5 which predominately
focus on greenfield development are therefore likely to impact on this objective,
although the significance of effects is uncertain at this early stage. Option 2 is likely to
present slightly less impact by dispersing development in predominately smaller scale
developments, although across more locations.

10. To
maintain and
improve the
water quality
of the
District’s
rivers and
groundwaters
and other
water bodies

The option which is most likely to present significant positive effects is therefore Option
1, on the basis that it provides an urban focus for new development which is less likely
to result in harm to Hart’s countryside and rural landscape.
The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report provides some
information on water quality within Hart District. It raises the following issues:
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Surface Water Quality Data shows that the Eco-Status of Hart’s water bodies
range between ‘poor’ or ‘moderate’
Ground Water Bodies Quality Data shows that two of the three water bodies are
noted to be of ‘poor’ status, whilst the third is noted to be of ‘good’ status
The Water Framework Directive requires all water bodies to reach ‘good’ status
by 2015 and therefore improvement to water quality are required.
Greater levels of growth will result in a more likely significant positive effects on water
quality. This is on the basis that higher levels of housing whilst resulting in greater land
take for built development, present the potential for implementing improvements for
water quality. Such improvements could include the potential to accommodate SuDS,
which can have a positive effect on improving the quality of water bodies.

11. To
maintain and

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report provides the
agricultural land grades for the District. Grade 1 is the best quality, whilst grades 1-3a
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are considered to be the most valuable grades for agriculture and are therefore
described as the ‘best and most versatile land’.
Hart does not have any Grade 1 agricultural land and only a small amount of Grade 2
land. This is located within the south of the District to the south of Odiham, east of
South Warnborough and a large area to the west of Crondall. The majority of Hart
however still constitutes Grade 3 land which remains suitable for agriculture. In
addition to this, small areas of Grade 4 land exist adjacent to the existing boundaries
of a number of settlements within the northern and central parts of the District.
Remaining areas of the District are either ‘Urban’ or classified as ‘Other’ as they relate
to areas of woodland, SPA, SSSI or other non-agricultural land.
An early assumption can be made that Option 1, which has an urban area focus, is
likely to present significant positive effects. On the basis that the option seeks the
redevelopment of employment sites there is also potential for ground mediation works
to take place on contaminated land, which would also have a positive impact on this
objective.
Option 2 is considered to present uncertain effects, as development would be dispersed
across the District in a series of predominately smaller sites. The capacity of this option
is likely to result in high levels of land take adjacent to settlements, although sites
would be smaller than in other options and therefore spread the loss of agricultural
land across the District. Uncertainty can also be attributed to the fact that there are
small pockets of Grade 4 land at each settlement. Clearly development within these
areas would result in a likely significant positive effect by maintaining the more
valuable agricultural land.
Option 4 also presents uncertain effects, on the basis that the location of a new
settlement is unknown. Whilst the option would result in significant land take of
greenfield land, a positive or negative outcome for this objective could be experienced.
Clearly a new settlement in the south west of the District would present likely
significant effects as land is predominately Grade 2 and 3. However, there are other
large areas of the District, for example extending from the east of Hook, towards
Odiham and up to Hartley Wintney where there are significant swathes of Grade 4
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land. Similarly, uncertain effects can also be recorded for the same reasons in respect
of Option 3 until further detail on the location of development is known.

12. To reduce
the emissions
of greenhouse
gases and
manage the
impacts of
climate
change

Option 5 is considered to present likely significant adverse effects on the basis that it
locates development in the south west of the District. This area is substantially Grade 2
and 3 land and therefore the option would be likely to have an adverse impact on this
objective.
The use of sustainable construction methods, including the use of on-site renewable
energy sources, are more likely to be achieved in larger developments. This is due to
the high upfront costs associated with large-scale renewable energy schemes, such as
district heating for example, which can only be viable in larger schemes. Reducing
emissions can also be created through encouraging sustainable travel.
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Of the five options, Option 3 and 4 are most likely to result in significant positive
effects, followed by Option 2. Option 3 would involve large scale development in
sustainable locations, meanwhile, Option 2 would provide for development adjacent to
Tier 1-4 settlements albeit provided for in a range of scales of site. Option 1 would also
be likely to result in significant positive effects (due to its urban focus) although the
significance of the impact is likely to be lower, if considered in the context of
maximising opportunities for sustainable construction methods through new growth.
Option 4 has the potential to present positive effects due to the scale of development
proposed by the option and the ability for a new settlement to be planned in advance
and developed along ‘garden city’ principles. The location is however likely to be rural
and could result in significant car use, unless delivered in proximity to sustainable
methods of travel or in locations which could be sustainably connected to existing
transport networks, or where services and facilities support self-containment.
Options 5 may also be able to present positive effects in terms of large scale
development. However, it would also locate development within the south west
extreme of the District, which is the least accessible area, and is therefore likely to
result in excessive reliance on the private car.

13. To reduce

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report in respect of flooding
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the risk of
flooding and
the resulting
detriment to
the local
community,
environment
and economy

raises the following issues.
Outside of settlements, there are a number of areas within Flood Zones 2 and 3,
although there are also significant areas unaffected by fluvial flooding;
Within settlements, small areas of flood risk exist particularly Blackwater and
Yateley, but also at Fleet.
Further information is also anticipated shortly, as a new Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment is currently being progressed for Hart District, which will provide a more in
depth assessment of flood risk within broad locations of the District.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires at Paragraph 100 for
inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding to be avoided by directing
development away from areas at highest risk. The NPPF however also acknowledges
that where it is not possible to re-direct development, it should be made safe without
increasing flood risk elsewhere.
In respect of Local Plans, Paragraph 100 of the NPPF states that a sequential approach
to locating development should be used, whilst taking into account the impacts of
climate change. In particular, this approach should include safeguarding land that is
required for current and future flood management, use opportunities offered by new
development to reduce the causes and impacts of flooding and where climate change is
expected to increase flood risk, seeking opportunities to relocate existing development
to more sustainable locations.
Options 1, 2, 3, and 4 each have a potentially negative effects in terms of this
objective by potentially increasing flood risk, however, there are also significant areas
of land both inside and outside of existing settlement boundaries which could
accommodate development without increasing flood risk. Additionally, options which
result in large greenfield sites could potentially increase surface water flooding.
However, due to their scale, they may also include mitigation measures such as SuDS
which could avoid that impact. Uncertain effects have therefore been recorded.
Option 5 varies from the other options as the location of development is contained
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within a known broad location to the south west of the District. Flood risk is
significantly lower in this area of the District and the option therefore presents a likely
significant positive effect in relation to this objective, assuming that any surface water
issues creating by development would be mitigated.
14. To
increase
energy
efficiency,
security and
diversity of
supply and
the proportion
of energy
generated
from
renewable
sources

15. To
promote the
efficient use
of land
through the
appropriate
re-use of
previously
developed
land

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report identifies the
following issues:
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Average residential gas and electricity demand in Hart per consumer is higher
compared to the averages for the South East and UK;
In North Hampshire, Hart District has the highest energy demands;
Heat demands are anticipated to decrease in the future due to a range of cost
effective improvements which can be made to existing buildings;
Electricity demand is however expected to remain fairly static or even increase
in association with additional demand created by new technologies and
appliances.
Two decision making criteria are also provided within the SA Framework for Objective
SA14. These relate to whether the policy or proposal will optimise opportunities for the
use of renewable energy (Q14a) and whether it will encourage a secure and efficient
transfer of energy supply (Q14b).
This objective presents similar issues to those discussed under Objective SA12.
The SA Framework provides a number of decision making criteria to aid the
assessment of Objective SA15. These are:
Will it (i.e. the policy or proposal) utilise derelict, degraded or under-used land
which can be classed as previously developed land (Q15a)?
Will it lead to the most efficient use of land (Q15b)?
Will it lead to the loss of high quality /grade agricultural land (Q15c)?
Assessment against the third criterion (Q15c) has already been made in relation to
Objective SA11 which related to soil quality.
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Options 2-5 are all likely to propose development on greenfield land, which would
present negative effects against this objective. The amount of development on
greenfield land would be likely to increase in line with the amount of housing likely to
be delivered by each option and development outside of settlement boundaries may be
likely to be delivered at lower densities than in urban areas or be expected to reflect
the character created by the densities of adjacent development.
Option 1 with its urban and focus on previously developed land, is considered likely to
present significant positive effects against this objective.
Option 4 proposes the highest amount of housing, whilst also delivering the major
infrastructure and other uses which would be required to support a new settlement. As
a result, this option would therefore require substantial land take. The option would
need to be delivered within a rural area of the District and is therefore less likely to
promote significant re-use of previously developed land. The option is therefore likely
to result in the greatest significant negative effects.
Options 3 and 5 are also likely to result in negative effects.

16. To
improve the
efficiency of
resource use
and achieve
sustainable
resource
management

Option 2 proposes higher levels of housing and proposes to deliver this on the
periphery of settlements. Whilst the option is likely to present significant negative
effects due to the amount of development, the proposal to do this through smaller sites
may present re-development opportunities which may exist on the periphery of
settlements. Mitigation against the negative effects of this option could be achieved by
dispersing housing numbers between settlements but not constricting the strategy to
development opportunities outside of the settlement boundary.
The SA Framework provides a number of decision making criteria to aid the
assessment of this objective. These are:
will it (i.e. the policy or proposal) include measures to limit the levels of water
consumption (Q16a)?
will it safeguard the District’s minerals supply (Q16b)?
will it lead to a reduced consumption of resources (Q16c)?
will it encourage the use of recycled materials in construction (Q16d)?
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will it lead to a reduction in waste (Q16e)?
Criteria Q16a, Q16d and Q16e are difficult to determine at this stage and are more
aligned to help respond to relevant emerging policies. They have therefore been
scoped out at this Interim stage which is only looking at the 5 options for delivering
housing growth.
In respect of whether the options would safeguard the District’s minerals supply, the
Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan (October 2013) provides a number protections
within Hart District which include:
Mineral Safeguarding Areas for Clay to the south of the District which extend in
an east to west swathe from Greywell to Crondall
Mineral Safeguarding Areas for Sharp Sand and Gravel which extend in
moderately sized swathes but through significant areas of the District, whilst
also having larger concentrated areas to the north of the District at Eversley,
Yateley and Bramshill where there are also quarry sites;
An extension to the Bramshill Quarry site located at Yateley Heath Wood, south
of Blackbushe Airport is also proposed by the plan.
Option 1 which provides an urban focus on previously developed land is likely to
present significant positive effects in terms of safeguarding minerals. Additionally, due
to the low levels of housing proposed by the option it is also likely to result in a
reduced consumption of other resources, such as water, than when compared to other
options.
In relation to Options 2-5 effects are uncertain as the impact on minerals will be
dependent on a number of factors, with the exact location of development being the
key factor, which is unknown in each case. Each of the options would propose
development outside of the existing urban areas and could therefore impact on sites
safeguarded for minerals. Equally, there are plenty of areas within Hart which are
unaffected by such designations. A further factor which affects the issue is the scale of
site proposed and whether Hampshire County Council would seek to protect a
safeguarded site from development. In some cases prior extraction may be required to
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17. To
improve
accessibility
to all services
and facilities

remove the resource prior to it becoming unobtainable due to new development. In
some cases however, the amount of resource likely to be extracted from a site (once
boundaries for extraction are established) are so low that it could be unviable to
extract the resource. However, in this scenario, its loss would still technically occur,
although the scale of that loss would need to be taken into account to establish the
significance of the adverse effect.
The SA Framework provides a number of decision making criteria to aid the
assessment of Objective SA17, as listed below:
Will it (i.e. the policy or proposal) improve local accessibility of employment,
facilities and amenities (Q17a)?
Will it improve the provision of services and facilities and reduce the need to
travel to the larger settlements outside the District (Q17b)?
Will it ensure that people are not disadvantaged in terms of access to services
and facilities in respect of matters such as age, gender, disability, faith,
background or the location in which they live (Q17c)?
Will it ensure that adequate levels of parking are provided commensurate to the
scale of development at the general accessibility of the location?
Assessment against this option is difficult at this stage, as implications for accessibility
can be very site specific. However, at this Interim stage the following assessment can
be made against each option.
Option 1 would result in likely significant negative effects on the basis that it would
seek to re-develop existing employment opportunities within settlements for housing,
which could potentially result in an increase in the need to travel to areas outside the
District for employment opportunities or from urban to rural areas of the District. This
risk is highlighted within the Housing Development Options Consultation Paper’s
consideration of the option at Section 4, ‘Risks’. Whilst the option is only meant to seek
to re-develop employment sites which are vacant or rejected by the market and are
not currently providing any employment, Paragraph 3.61 of the Housing Development
Options Consultation Paper highlights the uncertainty regarding the level of
employment land which will be required within Hart District given the high-level
economic growth forecasts. It proposes to revisit the amount of employment land
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necessary to the likely demand over the Local Plan period and that as a result there
may be the need to find new employment site allocations. Clearly, in the scenario that
further employment sites are required, there is a risk that these may not be in such
sustainable locations.
Whilst Option 1 seeks to establish the most sustainable locations for housing, it is clear
that the option may in turn displace sites which could, and historically have, provided
jobs and therefore lead to an increase in commuting patterns, than in a scenario in
which they are retained for employment purposes. Equally, aside from the risks
associated with the re-development of employment sites, the small scale nature of the
housing growth proposed by the option is unlikely to present significant levels of
additional support for existing services and facilities, when compared to Options 3 and
4. In conclusion, whilst the option would contribute towards Q17c, it is not considered
likely to respond effectively to Q17a and Q17b.
Option 2 is also considered to present likely significant negative effects on the basis
that the option is not outlined as being likely to create new employment opportunities
in association with new development. Further, the predominately small scale nature of
sites spread across numerous settlements in the District is less likely to result in the
option delivering new services or facilities. Most significantly, the higher levels of
growth proposed by this option could present negative effects on existing facilities by
creating additional pressures on over-stretched facilities and services.
Option 3 is considered to perform relatively well in terms of this objective, due to the
scale of development which could deliver improved infrastructure and the existing
sustainability of the settlements at which new housing may be delivered.
Option 4 is considered to be the option which is most likely to present likely significant
positive effects, as it would be likely to contribute towards the objective in terms of
creating new employment opportunities, services and facilities. Whilst many of the
positive impacts would be mainly experienced by its new residents and to a lesser
degree by existing residents throughout Hart District, wider positive impacts could
occur as a result of increased employment opportunities within the District and in
terms of the wider impact that a new secondary school could provide.
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Option 5 is considered to result in likely significant adverse effects on the basis that
development would be located in an inaccessible and unsustainable part of the District.
Additionally, the scale of growth proposed by the option is lower than other options
and is therefore considered unlikely to deliver the infrastructure that would be required
to create a positive impact against this objective.
18. To
improve
efficiency of
transport
networks by
enhancing the
proportion of
travel by
sustainable
modes and
promoting
policies which
reduce the
need to travel

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report contains a substantial
amount of relevant data in respect of this objective. Some of the key findings are
outlined below:
Car ownership within Hart is very high with only 8% of households in Hart
District not owning a car or van, 34.7% of households owning 1 car or van,
42.1% owning 2 cars or vans, 10.7% owning 3 cars or vans and 4.5% of
households owning 4 or more cars (Census 2011);
The Hart Functional Economic Area Analysis (June 2014) confirms Hart District
has low levels of self-containment, and whilst self-containment has improved
between 2001 to 2011, approximately 25,330 residents commute out of Hart to
work. Of these 9.2% of commuters travel to Surrey Heath, 7% to Basingstoke
and Deane and 5.5% to Reading. Strong inward commuting links exist between
Hart District and Basingstoke and Deane, Rushmoor, Guildford, Surrey Heath
and Bracknell Forest. 20,822 residents live and work in the District whilst
almost half (45%) of those who work in Hart live elsewhere;
A total of 49.9% of the population in Hart commute to work in a car or van,
10.5% work mainly from home, 5% use the train, 4.2% travel on foot and
1.4% cycle. Other methods of travel include the underground, light rail, bus,
minibus, coach, taxi and motorcycle, whilst 27.3% are not in employment;
Congestion on the roads is common and the demand for rail also means that
trains are increasing crowded at peak times. Parking at station is also under
pressure. The M3 (particularly between junctions 3 and 6) and M4 (between
junctions 5 and 12) corridors are known for congestion, whilst trains become
congested between Farnborough and London.
In terms of the local road network, there are a number of locations which have
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capacity problems. These are at the following locations:
Any development in and around Hook
Any development at Yateley that would impact on the B3272 Reading Road
Development at Church Crookham due to impacts on road networks in southern
Fleet
Fleet town centre developments; and
Developments around Winchfield due to impacts on the A287.
Option 1 would be likely to present neutral effects against this objective, as whilst
locating development within urban areas would encourage the use of existing
sustainable transport modes, the scale of development proposed by the option and the
likely size of sites, would be unlikely to maximise opportunities created by new
development to improve or enhance transport networks.
Option 2 would be likely to present similar effects to Option 1 on the basis that the
option would focus predominately on smaller scale sites which would be spread around
the District. Significant improvements to transport networks in each settlement would
be very unlikely and where improvements are delivered these may be very small scale
(if delivered via Section 106) or not delivered in a timely manner (if delivered through
CIL). The option could therefore result in wide spread population growth, with little
positive impact on the transport networks in those settlements.
Option 3 has the potential due to the likely scale of development to deliver significant
transport improvements, whilst also being likely to already provide sustainable travel
opportunities. As such the option is considered to present likely significant positive
effects. However, the extent of that positive effect may be affected by the fact that a
number of the settlements involved in this option, also correspond with a number of
the locations where there are known local transport network capacity problems. This is
therefore considered to slightly reduce its comparable performance against Option 4.
Option 4 presents the most likely significant positive effects of the five options. This is
on the basis that a new settlement would be of a sufficient scale to instigate the
delivery of significant new transport related infrastructure. Location would however be
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key to the success of the option in relation to this objective, with the ability of the new
settlement to create significant opportunities for sustainable travel itself or able to
connect to existing transport networks without harm to surrounding areas being key.
Assuming that a new settlement would need to be created within a rural area of the
District, this could also have a positive effect on the sustainability of neighbouring rural
settlements and not exacerbate existing capacity issues in Hart’s larger settlements.
The provision of employment space and supporting facilities, such as schools and retail
could also reduce the impacts created by growth by encouraging a settlement which
promotes self-containment.
Option 5 is considered to present likely significant negative effects as it is considered
unlikely to promote sustainable modes of transport due to location. The south west
part of the District is arguably the least accessible area of Hart and is characterised by
lower tier settlements in hierarchy terms. Retail facilities and employment
opportunities in particular are limited. Combined with high car ownership, it is
considered that these issues would encourage commuting to the larger settlements by
private car. Additionally, there is some distance between this part of the District and
local railway stations and a private car journey to a station would inevitably occur. As
noted by the baseline information, capacity issues also exist in relation to parking at
stations which could further deter use.
19. To
maintain and
improve
opportunities
for everyone
to acquire the
education and
skills they
need to find
and remain in
work

Higher levels of growth are more likely to secure improvements to educational
facilities. Proximity to education facilities is more likely to be easily accessed in and
adjacent to existing urban areas and within the larger rural villages than in the most
rural parts of the District. Meanwhile, access to secondary school provision within Hart
(which is located at Fleet and Odiham), tends to rely on specialist bus services, access
to the provision by foot or the use of the private car. Access to further education
facilities is more complex within Hart, as there are no further educational colleges
located within the District. Bus services are nevertheless established in parts of the
District to access colleges located in neighbouring local authorities.
In terms of improving provision, Option 4 would provide the most significant positive
effects by delivering the highest levels of growth which could result in the provision of
new educational facilities, delivered at the source of growth, but which could present
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wider benefits (i.e. reducing pressures at other schools and reducing the need to travel
from the host area to existing schools). Meanwhile Options 1 and 5 are considered to
present such low levels of growth that they would fail to maximise the potential for
new development to improve opportunities. Additionally, low levels of growth may
actually fail to maintain educational facilities, particularly in terms of primary education
facilities in more rural parts of the District and in light of an ageing population. Option
5 may achieve some support in relation to provision within the south west of the
District, although would offer little District-wide benefit. Option 2 which disperses
development throughout the District, would closely follow Option 4 in terms of
providing likely significant positive effects.
20. To
maintain high
and stable
levels of
employment
and promote
sustainable
economic
growth and
competitiveness

The baseline information contained within the SA Scoping Report provides some
relevant information to inform the assessment of this objective. This includes:
Unemployment is low within Hart District;
According to Hampshire County Council data for 2011 and 2012, decline was
estimated to have occurred in the following sectors in Hart: Agriculture, Mining
& Utilities, Manufacturing, Information and Communication, Health and Arts,
Entertainment, Recreation and Other Services;
According to Hampshire County Council data for 2011 and 2012, growth was
estimated to have occurred in the following sectors in Hart: Motor trades,
Wholesale, Transport and Storage, Accommodation and Food Services, Financial
and Insurance, Property, Professional, Scientific and Technical;
Overall, the economy in terms of total employees within Hart was estimated to
have grown by 0.9% (300 employees) between 2011 and 2012;
The Joint Employment Land Review for Surrey Heath, Hart and Rushmoor
(2009) indicated that Hart had a surplus of office space (24,100m 2) but had a
shortfall of industrial space (5,300m2), although this shortfall is compensated
for in Rushmoor and Surrey Heath;
The rural areas of Hart contribute significantly towards employment space
within the District in addition to the urban areas – a total of just over 41% of all
Hart’s business units are located within the rural areas;
There is strong demand for small flexible units suitable for small business and
rural enterprise in the rural areas, particularly to the west of the District.
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The Local Plan can facilitate economic growth and employment by ensuring enough
land is available to meet the needs for housing (which is influenced by job forecasts),
and the needs for employment, retail and leisure floorspace. In terms of the suitability
of employment land, it should be in locations which are, or can be made, accessible by
a choice of transport modes.
Hart forms part of a housing market area and functional economic area centred on the
Blackwater Valley. Hart has yet to establish an up to date evidence base on economic
needs, but in terms of housing, those options that deliver more housing will perform
better against ‘economic growth and employment objectives than those that deliver
less housing.
Option 4, which delivers enough housing to meet Hart’s needs, therefore performs
best, with the added advantage that new fit for purpose employment sites could be
provided within the development and which provides opportunities to live and work in
close proximity and bring a greater benefit to the local economy.
Options 1, 2, 3 and 5 on their own do not meet housing need so perform less well.
Option 2 performs the best of these because it comes closest to meeting the
objectively assessed need for housing. However a potential weakness of this option is
that by relying on smaller sites it perhaps offers less scope to deliver new employment
sites that are attractive to the market within new developments, although it could add
to improved vitality within settlements particularly given the significant number of Hart
businesses already located in rural areas.
Option 3 is the next best option because it delivers the next highest level of housing.
It has the advantage that within strategic urban extensions new employment sites that
meet modern requirements could be planned in, in a similar way to Option 4.
Option 5 performs less favourably than Options 1,2,3 and 4 because it delivers less
housing, and locates them in the South West of the district away from the Blackwater
Valley which is the heart of the functional economic area in which Hart sits and is less
accessible.
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Option 1 is the worst performing option because it delivers the least housing of all the
options. Although considered unlikely, it runs the small risk of losing employment sites
that whilst unattractive to the market now, might turn out to be viable in the longer
term.
21. To
stimulate
regeneration
where
appropriate
and
encourage
urban
renaissance

The SA Framework provides a number of decision making criteria to aid the
assessment of Objective SA21, as listed below:
will it (i.e. the policy or proposal) encourage the regeneration of derelict, vacant
or under-utilised sites and encourage the efficient use of previously developed
land (Q21a)?
will the regeneration opportunity be likely to act as a catalyst for economic
growth (Q21b)?
will it improve the townscape / character of the settlement (Q21c)?
will it improve the quality of life within settlements and in urban design terms
put people at the heart of place making (Q21d)?
Positive effects against this objective could occur either directly as a result of an option
regenerating one or more sites or as a result of growth stimulating regeneration within
a settlement, for example in terms of delivering improvements or support to existing
services and facilities as a direct result of new development.
Effects on townscape and character of the settlement would be difficult to determine at
this stage and have therefore not been assessed, due to the site specific and design
related nature of the issue. Equally, Q21d is difficult to determine at this stage for the
same reasons, with the exception of the new settlement (Option 4) which could,
depending on existing constraints in the host area, be capable of delivering a wellconnected settlement in urban design terms.
Whilst Option 1 would result in the use of previously developed land, it is unclear
whether the use for housing purposes would result in the most efficient use of the land.
This is on the basis that it is unclear at present what the requirements are in respect of
employment land during the plan period, in conjunction with the anticipated economic
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growth which has been established at a high-level through the SHMA. Whilst the
employment sites discussed by Option 1 are considered to be surplus to employment
requirements at present, potential changes in the economic climate may alter this
view. Equally, sites which are currently unsuitable for modern business needs, could be
re-developed to meet modern requirements. The availability of alternative sites for
employment purposes is also unclear at present.
Whilst the option would result in the use of previously developed land, it is however
uncertain whether it would be most efficient to utilise such sites for employment (as
originally used) or housing. Additionally, given the low levels of housing growth
proposed by the option, it is not considered that the option would act as a significant
catalyst for economic growth, as considered under Q21b. Small opportunities for
positive economic effects may be presented by improving the character of the area
surrounding some sites, whilst other positive effects could include the impact that redevelopment could have on the quality of life within an area. In conclusion, the
significance of the likely effects caused by this option is unclear. As a result, a neutral
impact has been recorded.
Options 2-3 whilst potentially being delivered on predominately greenfield sites, are
likely due to the scale of development to present significant positive effects in terms of
this objective. Meanwhile Option 4 despite its levels of growth is unlikely to stimulate
regeneration at existing settlements on the basis that it would be likely to be delivered
in a rural part of the District and promote self-containment, which has been reflected in
its ranking. It would however present a potentially positive effect in relation to decision
making criteria Q21d, which cannot be determined in relation to the other options at
this stage.
Option 5 for reasons of its low levels of growth is considered unlikely to impact against
this objective. However, a negative effect it not considered to be likely, as there would
be some merit in the potential for the option to support local schools in this rural area
in the context of an ageing population. A neutral effect has therefore been recorded.
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